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ANALYSIS
ILL the middle classes die ? or will they fight and live 1 As
crisis approaches, first one section and then another is
, affected. It is now becoming clear that the middle classes are likely
to be the first who are hit hard, and, to some extent, they are suffering
already. The reasons for crisis are fundamental and have often been
analysed in these columns ; both the coming crisis of world capitalism
■and the more imminent, particular crisis of a British system which is
right out of gear with modern conditions, even in a period of
universal boom. But the question who is hit first is determined by
the nature of the efforts made by government to avoid crisis, or by
its inertia in face of the threat, rather than by any cause in the crisis
itself. In short, an attempt to escape by the easy way of inflation hits
the middle class, while the harder way of deflation affects first the
working class.* Neither way can lead to any safety when, in fact,
you are running away from an earthquake. But the choice at least
settles who is engulfed first. The thought of moving in time to a
territory where earthquakes cannot take place has not, of course,
occurred to our present rulers, nor, as we shall see, to Mr. Gaitskell.
The identity o f policy between the two great parties becomes even
closer when they both choose the easy course of inflation rather than
the harder pre-war method of deflation. Consequently the middle
classes become the first victim of both. The Conservative Party is
even more frightened of the working class than the Labour leaders,
because they have less control over them. The slowly dying tradition
that Labour is a working class party gives the Labour leaders a
more effective technique of deception. Everyone in the old parties
fears “ the workers ” and no one cares a rap about the middle class,
because manual workers are organised to hold the country up to
ransom and brain workers are not. This will continue until the
middle classes organise themselves, or, better still, enter effectively
into a national movement that secures even justice to all sections,
which means reward in proportion to skill, effort and responsibility.

W

* The old political terminology is of course right out of date : manual workers
would really be a better term than working class and brain workers would
be better than middle class, but even these definitions would be inadequate
in a period when so many use both hand and brain. Professional, business
and trading classes seems the correct term, but it is too long. Any suggestions?
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The Two Essentials
1. Reward according to skill-, effort and responsibility.
2. Taxation on spending, not income.
1. Here is the crux of the immediate problem. The present
system could not work under any condition. We have reached a point
where skill is not rewarded, and the acceptance of responsibility is
even penalised. N ot only have the whole managerial and professional
classes a far lesser proportionate reward than they had before the
war, as an article we publish in this issue shows in detail. In
addition, workers who take responsible positions very often now
draw less pay than those they lead or supervise. The details are
complex, and are often involved with present overtime payments to
the mass of the workers. But the stark fact emerges that very often
the man who accepts responsibility gets less than the man who refuses
it. Add this new factor to the steadily developing tendency to reduce •
the skilled to the level of the unskilled, and you have all the elements o f
disaster. In short, you have a system which denies nature itself : a
premium is placed on inability and a penalty on ability.' It is not only
the able men in the old middle classes who are so suffering ; able men
in what are narrowly described as the working class are hit in the
same manner, if not in the same degree. It is rule for the hindmost,
and the devil take the foremost. Such a system is bound to crash.
It would come to an end even if capitalism had not failed to solve its
basic problem, even if the British economy were not entirely out of
equilibrium. It is as easy for a jumping donkey to defy the laws o f
gravity as for any man to make such principles work. Under any
conditions or any system they would not work in the long run. We
must restore the main incentives, reward for skill, effort and res
ponsibility to British industry.
A show down with support of the workers
The writings and speeches of Sir Oswald Mosley since the war
have again and again stressed these facts and proposed a constructive
answer. A succession of weak governments has invariably succumbed
to mob demand, and sacrificed the minority with skill, and capacity
for responsibility, to the majority with less skill and with no readiness
to accept responsibility. At length it only pays to think less and do
less. Yet this was not a system on which the mass of the workers
desired to insist. Any man or government of courage and clarity
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could explain to them the necessity to reward skill and responsibility,
and would be accepted in the end with acclamation. They know
from their daily experience that no factory can keep open without
these qualities. They do not dislike these capacities ; they admire and
appreciate them. It has been a surrender, not to the mass o f the
workers but to the vested interests of the big Labour battalions under
the command of a few trade union bosses, who can only claim to
speak in their name because the rank and file is interested in other
things. Sooner or later we must have a showdown on these grave
issues. Right through British industry the whole system of reward
must be revised. Skilled and unskilled workers, professional and
managerial classes, the promoter o f enterprise and the giver o f service
to the people, and above all the scientist and technician on whom the
future depends, must all be rewarded according to what they give
and not according to what the weapons of mass blackmail, and
finance pressure, in a few hands can manage to take. In the last
crisis only he who gives will get.
2. Taxation on spending, not income.
The second essential is to shift taxation from income to spending.
It is a revolution in thought and action, but it is necessary.
Present taxation kills incentive as surely as the present system
of rewards. To reward all fairly is a useless reform if taxation
then removes the results from those who earn most. Men and
women must be allowed to earn what they are worth, and to keep
what they earn. A t anything approaching the present level of
state expenditure this means a change o f taxation from income
to spending. Present expenditure, of course, is recklessly extrava
gant and could be cut right back by a government which had the
courage to act, and was armed by the people with the necessary
power. The present exiguous national resources could be made
to go much further by a better direction. But a t the best, under
present conditions, the burden of taxation would continue to
destroy incentive if it rested on income. The man, or woman,
who is prepared to make the sacrifice o f thrift and saving in order
to build an enterprise of production o r of service, must be freed
from that burden. In so doing, they are making a personal
sacrifice which builds national wealth, and it should be recognised.
And the worker who saves and invests what he can from his
earnings is doing the same thing. We must give not only the
incentive to earn but the incentive to save and to develop, in order
5
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that there may be more to share in a wealthier future.
way to do this is to tax spending and not income.

The only

A Practical Revolution
The idea has been much developed since it was first discussed
with other measures to meet the present situation in an article
entitled The Coming Crisis* Some of the best minds among
economists of diverse schools have been occupied with the details
of this question. It can scarcely be disputed any longer that
this can be a practical revolution in our system of taxation, if
the will to do it be strong enough. The advantages in practice
are great and far reaching. All the doers will be free. Whether
it is the worker who wants to save part of his earnings, the shop
keeper who is ready to put back the profits into his business, the
industrialist who prefers to plough back rather than to distribute,
or even the wealthy man who wants to do something constructive
with his money by developing new enterprises instead o f scattering
in prodigal spending — all will be free at last from this hand o f
death which takes his reward from the hero o f constructive industry,
and his thrift from the martyr of self denial, as surely as, ormore surely than, it takes the means of folly from the nitwit and
the spendthrift. A fool and his money should soon be parted ;
the best way to do it is by a tax on spending. A wise man and
his money should not be parted ; the best way to secure that
is by a fiscal system which relieves earnings and taxes expenditure.

The Necessities of Life and Luxury Spending
It is fortunate new methods develop which are more scientific
and ingenious than the old, simple device o f shifting the burden
from direct to indirect taxation. Great prejudice existed previously
against that system because in old days it meant taxing the
* An article by Sir Oswald Mosley published in The European, October and
November 1954. English economists, of course, have debated for generations
the rival merits of direct and in-direct taxation. But it seems to be the
American economist Irving Fisher who first formulated, during the war,
the practical administrative system of an expenditure tax. A combination
of indirect taxation on everything except necessities with Irving Fisher’s
expenditure tax on higher income, or rather spending, groups would
probably be the most effective method of shifting taxation from income
to spending throughout the fiscal system. The definition of necessities
will naturally vary' with the degree of national prosperity. It would
obviously be far more generous in a functioning Europe-Africa system than
in an economically beleagured island.
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necessities of the poor and increasing the spending power o f the
rich. In the hands of our new movement it would mean exactly
the opposite. All necessities of the poor, the basic necessities
of life for the mass of the' people, would be entirely free of tax.
But all expenditure would be taxed that did not cover bare necessities,
and would be graded to a very high level indeed on the luxuries
of the rich. Our old principle in days o f national hardship that
“ none shall stuff while others starve ”, would, in days o f less
adversity, mean that those who desire to stuff will pay so heavily
for the privilege that all who desire to work, save and create,
would be free from all burden of tax. The spender would carry
the load now supported by the doer. This would end once and
for all the scandal of the present system. No longer would capital
gains, expenses allowances and the rest of the great racket, free
the rich for an orgy of spending — whose idiocy endangers the
national economy and whose ostentation rots the national morale
— while the doers and the earners struggle along under an ineluc
table burden of taxation which crushes the life out o f them.
The man who plays the fool can pay. The man who creates can
earn and keep.

The Hire Purchase Danger Point in America
It is strange at this point to be discussing measures to keep
Britain upright in the middle of a world boom. The tragic paradox
is that the collapse of our economy is threatened in ideal conditions.
The present structure is so rotten that it will fall down even before
the wind blows, if measures at least as drastic as those we have
suggested are not employed in good time. We have long argued
that even a return to normal competitive conditions on world
markets would bring an impossible situation for a country so
abnormally dependent on export trade as Great Britain ; we are
living on a century old assumption of industrial monopoly which
for the last fifty years has presented increasing difficulties. That
contention is still for the time being arguable, but no-one denies
any longer that our whole economy is helplessly, pathetically
dependent on what happens in America. No-one contends for
a moment that Britain can be prosperous under the present system
if depression occurs in America. It was ominous news for even
the most complaisant of our rulers when Mr. Allan Sproul, President
of the New York Federal Reserve Bank recently stated :
7
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" I am disturbed not by the total amount of consumer credit
but by the fact or the indication that successive relaxation o f
terms has been largely responsible for keeping the ball in the
air. This is a process which cannot go on indefinitely, and
when it ceases there will come a time when repayment of old
debt will catch up with new extensions of credit. When this
happens, will it then become clear that we drove our productive
capacity to unsustainable limits — for the present — by borrowing
consumer demand from the future ? ”
This means quite simply that American productive capacity
is even now outstripping effective demand, despite armament
expenditure and the other devices of the government to sustain
the market. In addition, it is clear that hire purchase has had
to be pushed to fantastic lengths to prevent collapse. According
to the Federal Reserve bulletin, instalment credit at the end of
October last totalled twenty-seven billion dollars. This consumer
credit increased in 1955 by five million dollars, which is easily
a record, while mortgage debt increased by over ten billion dollars.
As the President of the Federal Reserve Bank observed, this is
a process which cannot go on indefinitely, and the crisis comes
when repayment catches up with new credits. This is precisely
the problem which the Birmingham proposals formulated by a
young Oswald Mosley and other wild young socialists, were
designed to meet in 1926. It is strange that so very little thinking
on the subject seems since to have occurred, even in the Federal
Reserve Bank, that it remains to-day the central dilemma.
The Credit Squeeze and Instalment Buying in Britain
But those tyros in the revolutionary thought o f those days have
since moved on to the massive conception of Europe a Nation,
within whose wide Europe-African boundaries an insulated economy
can consciously equate production and consumption by a planned
and deliberate increase of purchasing power over comparable
fields of industry as science increases the power to produce.
How far our present rulers, or the alternative leaders o f the Labour
Party, are from even contemplating that problem, we will shortly
examine in some slight detail. In the meantime it is worth recording
the two dominant impressions of a recent political tour of England
which were closely related to the subjects under discussion.
The first was that the greatly inflated hire purchase system, here
at home in our own country, is almost entirely dependent for the
payment of instalments on the working of overtime by men,
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and by the extra earnings of women. Any effective credit “ squeeze ”
which relaxes these two factors — and if the “ squeeze ” has any
effect at all it will surely do this — can bring the whole hire
purchase structure crashing down with a chain-reaction of con
sequence to industrial production. And the second factor is that
the almost universal complaint of men and women of skill and
energy in all spheres of industry was that skill was no longer
sufficiently rewarded to make its acquirement worth while, and
that the acceptance of responsibility was actually penalised by a
lesser reward than that enjoyed by the mass.
Mr. Gaitskell’s Real Thoughts
It appears from his speeches and writings (particularly the essay
in the November issue of Encounter) that almost the whole of
this grave problem has escaped the notice of Mr. Hugh Gaitskell.
And this is equivalent to saying, of course, that the whole premise
of socialism has equally escaped his notice. It has not yet occurred
to him that capitalism cannot solve the problem of distributing
what it produces. For the whole new school of Labour leaders
— composed of economists and officials, with plenty of theory
but with no hard experience in either war or peace — the possibility
of over-production in relation to effective demand simply does
not exist ; it is thinking of the thirties. It was, o f course, a problem
of the thirties, because that was the last occasion on which this
danger had the chance to knock us down, but it was, also, the
problem to which all effective and practical socialist thought has
always been addressed. In ignoring this whoje subject while
he plays with his built-in-stabilisers and with the other fine weather
toys of bureaucracy, he proves himself once again to be not a
statesman but an official ; also not a socialist but yet another
reformer, who agrees with modern Toryism that a little tinkering
can make 19th century capitalism work. In fact, under his leadership
the policies of the Labour and Tory parties are rapidly becoming
identical in all essentials. He has drawn even the Financial Times
into bi-partisanship with Transport House. Mr. Gaitskell himself
has almost been folded in the glittering embrace o f their
brilliant Mr. Wincott, which would at least be his first contact
with a wholesome reality after too long a sojourn in the academic
hothouse.
Mr. Gaitskell and Devaluation
The only discernable difference between Mr. Gaitskell and the
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Tories will soon disappear under the pressure of events. Mr.
Gaitskell has a predilection for physical control of imports as
against, or rather in addition to, purely monetary measures
But Mr. Macmillan will soon come round to this as crisis deepens ;
he will be obliged. Both are thinking too, of devaluation.
Mr. Gaitskell has twice got as far as “ speaking of it only in
whispers ”, while Messrs. Butler and Macmillan deny it like Sir
Stafford Cripps in 1947 & haute voix. In reality the pompous
Tory is bracing himself for his heavy tumble downstairs, while
pretending hard to think of something else, and, for the moment,
almost succeeding in even deceiving himself. The slicker M r.
Gaitskell, on the other hand, is already sliding down the banisters.
But they will both reach the bottom in the end, and, at that moment,
will be entirely united, physically, mentally and spiritually. They
will both have taken the bump and will not have another idea
left in their heads. Mr. Gaitskell at least sees that after another
devaluation we may not next time enjoy quite so long “ the
competitive margin in our export markets ” which we noted in
these columns some time ago was the most depressing comment
on Mr. Hawtrey’s happy claim that the £ had long been under
valued.
Mr. Gaitskell envisages three possible weapons against a depression
which he believes will, not be permanent or serious : devaluation,
physical control of imports, and monetary measures which “ if
demand in the rest of the world is very buoyant” , “ might be carried
through by, say, an increase in unemployment from one to two
percent.” The “operation may not go nearly so sm oothly” but
“ we shall make things easier for ourselves, avoid crises, and move
on more smoothly if we do not go too far in challenging the logic
of our own limitations ” . Mr. Gaitskell certainly knows the
logic of his own limitations, but we doubt whether things will
go quite so smoothly for him when the rank and file o f the Labour
Party discovers that their leader’s real economic thinking is
completely identical with that of the Conservative Party.
Mr. Gaitskell’s Version of 19th century Capitalism
In The European of May 1953 during an extensive analysis
of Bevanism we showed that both Mr. Gaitskell and his then
revolutionary rival Mr. Wilson were equally committed in their
serious writings to the tenets of 19th century capitalism. The
lope of that community of belief has since brought them together.
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and separated Mr. Wilson from Mr. Bevan.
Mr. Gaitskell’s present article in Encounter from which we
quote is an able essay by the standards of any good schoolmaster
who has wandered into the Treasury (there are probably at least
half-a-dozen officials in that department who could thus have
set out its familiar opinions as well, or better). But it has contact
neither with the deep realities of this decisive period nor with the
century of thinking and struggling which separated the socialist
movement from the present system. It is unfortunate for Labour
that it selected as leader a pundit of orthodoxy at the very moment
that the system fails. They follow a traditional high priest into
the stricken sanctuary of capitalism just as the temple falls.
And it will take an even smoother type than Mr. Gaitskell to get
them out again. Meantime the city is reassured and forgives
the new Labour leader a few amateur essays in demogagy. The
issue of Encounter in which Mr. Gaitskell set down his real thoughts
in response to the anxious glances of the moneyed classes, started'
with an article which began with the remarkable words : “ Bosom,
bosom, bosom, take me into thy bosom, Lord, and take me
quickly ” , Mr. Gaitskell obliged.
Mr. Macmillan’s Beginning
The thoughts of the Government were exposed by Mr. Macmillan,
who modestly described himself as a beginner, to the National
Production Advisory Council : “ this is a serious situation and
one cannot help asking oneself, with some anxiety, what lies
behind it all
His subsequent remarks lent precise point to
this already acute observation by indicating that after six weeks
study he had scant idea what it was all about, beyond what he
had gleaned from some primer on quantity theory he had picked
up in the Treasury. In general he stands amazed before the
remarkable facts that “ in the eight years from 1946 to 1954 we
turned out twenty-six per cent more goods and services, but we
paid ourselves eighty per cent more money for doing it ” . And it
is an amazing event in time of peace ; such an inflation usually
occurs only in time of war. The answer is surely that the situation
o f our present economic system is so precarious that certain war
conditions now exist in time o f peace. A t present we only have
sufficient reserves to pay for six weeks supplies o f this country’s
vital imports. In these conditions government dare not say
boo to anyone. Any interruption of production by industrial
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dispute can be as fatal as in time of war. So weak governments
simply give way, and, in one way or another—just turn the handle
of the printing press; exactly as Mr. Macmillan described with
such pained astonishment after his six weeks course in the Treasury.
The answer is to build a viable economy, but this means a
revolutionary change which Mr. Macmillan’s party will not even
contemplate. Let us get out of this small boat where the slightest
movement can sink us in a rough sea, and get into the great space
of Europe-Africa where mass production for an assured market
can greatly increase the wealth available for distribution. There
we shall have no balance of payment problem that any black
mailing faction can upset to the point of national disaster, which
is only postponed, and is finally aggravated, by recourse to the
Danegeld of the printing press. Free from such pressure, govern
ment can apply even-handed justice, and the suspended law of
nature that men must earn before they enjoy can operate again.
Meantime, of course, it is a difficult and dangerous task for any
government to restore reality to these crowded isles. Success
depends on two things ; a government capable o f explaining to
the mass of the workers what it is doing, and o f convincing them
of its justice ; a government with the clear objective o f a great
policy, such as Europe-Africa, which can evoke the enthusiasm
of the mass of the people, and persuade them to effort and, if
necessary, temporary sacrifice to attain it.
A Heal Opposition
Mr. Gaitskell finally identifies Labour with Conservatism, as
Liberalism was long since identified. In these circumstances it
remains a fact — whether it is agreeable or disagreeable — that
Sir Oswald Mosley and Union Movement are to-day the only
opposition in Great Britain. They are, also, the only determined
opponents of the communist infiltration which aims in one way
or another at the conquest o f our country by a foreign power.
It is worth while, therefore, to examine in some slight detail
their policy. It has been purged of the last possible suggestion
of dictatorship in a proposed constitution of the state which has
been published under the title of Government o f To-morrow.*
The reforms by which the internal structure of Britain can be
repaired and set again in working order have been described at
* Government o f To-morrow: The Problem o f Power by Sir Oswald Mosley,

Is. Sanctuaiy Press Ltd.
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the beginning o f these notes. The profound change which the
Movement believes to be necessary, and which places it in stark
contrast to the old parties, was described by Sir Oswald Mosley
in the first speech of his present campaign in Bethnal Green,
East London. He defined in the following terms the advantages
of his policy Europe a Nation.
“ In Europe-Africa they would have the largest home market
in existence, with an unlimited supply of its own raw materials.
They would have mass production, and consequently cheap
goods, for an assured market. That was the real way to bring
down prices. This great area would be insulated from world
chaos and would have a high standard of life. Within it the
various peoples would soon be producing what each was best
fitted to produce, and modern machinery for the specialised
industries would soon be installed when the large and sure market
was there. They would no longer be small individual nations
each trying to produce the same things and sell them against
each other. How hopeless was the position of little competitors
each trying to gain a favourable balance of trade under the
impossible conditions of world markets.
Each European country was in too small a box for modern
conditions. The solution was to create the viable economic
unit of Europe-Africa. Within it they could combine high
wages and low prices through the high rate o f production made
possible by modern science. The revival of Europe alone could
restore stability and progress to a world which had so long
been guided by its thought and action, and inspired by its art
and culture.”
This is the only clear cut and intelligible policy at present offered
to the English people. It proposes a revolutionary change in
almost every condition of British life. Temporarily the old parties
are sustained in their resistance to any measure so fundamental,
because the British dislike change before they are convinced it
is necessary. When they are so convinced they move more quickly
than almost any other great people of the world. The jump in
Union vote by five to six times in a recent municipal test, which
occurred directly an electorate were concerned who had real
reason to want a change, provided some evidence of what will
happen when that sentiment is universal.
War Record
The policy wins increasing assent and ever wider public interest.
But among some of the older generation — though scarcely at
all among the young — the previous prejudice of the war period
13
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still lingers and is, naturally, assiduously nurtured by the mediocre
placemen whose mission in life is to guard their places. The feelings
of suchpeoplewillnodoubtbeoutraged afresh by Sir Oswald Mosley’s
deliberately challenging treatment of the subject in the same speech
which was received by an audience of East London workers in a
manner that suggested they were the reverse o f outraged. He
said that
“ nearly all our present troubles had their origin in the un
necessary war. For all practical purposes, the Empire had
been lost. If we had not entered the war in 1939, the Germans
would soon have beaten hell out o f the Soviet and, in the
conditions of that time, this was the best thing that could
have happened to the world.
Britain’s war leaders now admitted that Russia would have
conquered all Europe after their war if American scientists
had not happened to invent the H-bomb. Yet he and his
friends were not only gaoled during the war but were still
denounced for having stated their political opposition to the
greatest blunder and crime of English history.
The chief war criminals were those who had declared war.
The vicious circle of vengeance should not be continued by
putting them on trial. But the British people, who now suffered
from their policies, should say to them : ‘ Let you begone and
let you make haste ’, as the great Chatham said to the government
which lost America in another unnecessary war.”
(What effrontery it was for a Tory statesman to use this great
quotation in the reverse sense in 1940 in order to promote an
unnecessary war ; the devil quoting scripture, if ever there was
a case).
The speaker has always refused to withdraw one inch from
the position he took up in the war. Friends and enemies can
take it or leave it at that. But at the same time he personally
would never seek to divide opinion unnecessarily in the coming
crisis, by idle recriminations concerning the past. As long as he
is attacked on that score he will return blow for blow with ever
gathering force. And he has no doubt about the final outcome
in public sentiment, as the consequences of the war are more and
more felt. But it interests him a good deal more to talk about
the present than the past, for the simple reason that he has so
many ideas to discuss for meeting this situation and has no interest
in personal questions. To debate the past is a waste o f time ;
particularly for those who do not desire revenge. So far as we
14
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go the past is dead. But if anyone wants a fight on that score he
can always have it.
To dispose of this subject, there are three possible attitudes in
time of war for men who disagree with the policy of the government
of their country. The first is to say : my country right or wrong,
we are at war and I will shut my mouth and obey orders.
Many brave and honourable men took this course, and all members
of Union Movement who were in the forces or other national
employment were advised to do so. All like Mosley himself,
who have fought in one war and been imprisoned for their
opposition to the next, will have no doubt about which was the
easier choice to make. The second course is to aid the enemy
and become a traitor ; and, if you run away to the enemy at a
moment when he looks like winning, that also appears, in terms
of personal convenience, a course which is not difficult for a man
who is capable of assassinating his mother because he believes
her to be wrong. The third course is to say I may sacrifice myself
but not my country ; I will do my utmost openly and publicly
to persuade my fellow countrymen to stop this madness and make
peace, at whatever cost to m yself; but I will do nothing in any
way to aid the enemy, and, if he lands on these shores, I will fight
him as 1 fought before. It was that third course which Mosley
and his friends adopted ,and they will always be proud of having
done so. It is clear cut in principle and of honourable precedent;
it was previously the position adopted by Lord Chatham, Charles
James Fox, David Lloyd George and a long line of famous English
patriots in similar circumstances. They did not suffer similar
consequences of imprisonment and persecution because England
at that time was ruled by Englishmen, who understood something
of the English spirit. But if any swordsman of malice seriously
imagines that he can permanently eliminate an opponent by
denouncing his adversary for his opposition to an unnecessary
war, he will find the quickest cure for his delusion in a short
reading of history.
Germany and the Union of Europe
How often in life the principal debit can be turned by time
and energy into the principal asset. It is those who stood true
to Europe by representing in dark days its deepest necessity, who
will hold the key to the future. The same speaker alone in
England to-day had the moral right to say for his m ovem ent:
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“ The best hope for the future was the closest possible union
of the English and German peoples. This would end for ever
the conflict which had ruined both in war and, in the coming
crisis, would ruin both again by their competition for world
markets. Together they could secure the Union of Europe,
which alone would be strong enough and sane enough to hold
the balance of the world.”
It is so that the Union of Europe will come. The sacrifice o f
yesterday will be the foundation of to-morrow’s achievement.
Mr. Dulles and the H-bomb
But the Union of Europe will never come, and there will be
no European future at all, if we are first conquered by Russia ;
and if we always give way we shall be conquered without a fight.
This is a dull truism, but it is not understood by all the critics
of Mr. Dulles. It is correct that it was desperately dangerous to
contemplate the use of the H-bomb and especially undesirable
in disputes which were not of the first order. But is the H-bomb
never to be used ? We have put this question before : if Russian
armies march through Europe should not the H-bomb be used ?
Of course, it is far better all to die than all to be slaves. But there
is no necessity for any such choice. It is perfectly feasible for
300,000,000 Europeans, supported by 150,000,000 Americans,
to produce in a short time an army of specialists, armed with
tactical atomic weapons, which can effectively stop 170,000,000
Russians from marching across Europe. But it is exactly the
same people who both oppose the making o f such an army and
complain of Mr. Dulles lightly fingering the H-bomb. It is precisely
the absence of an effective army and air force which makes us entirely
dependent on this world destructive weapon. This controversy
stresses a vital point long emphasised in these columns. A t last
the simple fact is realised which we published some six years
ago : when both sides have the H-bomb neither can use it without
world destruction, and, consequently, no one in his senses will
dare to use it. But at this point when neither side can use the
H-bomb for fear of disastrous retaliation, the Russian army
becomes again the arbiter of the world unless we have some force
to meet and match it. Those who deny us a proper army oblige
the threat of the H-bomb with all the terrible risks involved.
Once again the pacifists are the worst enemies of peace. Let us
by all means accept the fact that the H-bomb is too dangerous
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for either side to use. But Jet us face the corollary that we
cannot then have safety without either building an army and air
force ourselves, or inducing the Russians to reduce their army
and air force to a reasonable level by universal disarmament.
This alternative remains a Russian choice, so long as we have
governments without initiative : worse still, at present, we have
neither army nor disarmament.
Vigourous governments under the dynamic leadership of men
who combined executive capacity with the power of mass oratory
would so swing world opinion against a Russian refusal to disarm
that the position of every communist party in Europe would be
destroyed ; unless Russia agreed to join us in establishing this
only sure basis of peace. By this drive we should win effective
peace : H-bomb paralysis and the disarmament of conventional
weapons. Until the present situation is so gripped and resolved,
we shall live on the edge of the nuclear abyss, because the H-bomb
is at this moment the only answer to slavery.
Tlie Nuptials of Eden and Beaverbrook
Lord Chatham was reminded of the coalition o f Newcastle and
Fox by the union of the Saone and the Rhone near Lyons : “ the
one gentle, feeble, languid, and, though languid, of no great depth ;
the other a boisterous and tempestuous torrent — but, different
as they are, they meet at last ”. So, in the eternal recurrences of
history ,we are now celebrating the political nuptials of Sir Anthony
Eden and Lord Beaverbrook ; a feast, indeed, for the brush of
a Breughel or a Hogarth. The dowry — which it seems is the end
of the Empire crusade — was not communicated in the flaming
headlines of yore, but in a shy aside to the best man, Mr. Alastair
Forbes. May the honeymoon be protracted well beyond Lord
Beaverbrook’s usual point of ennui, for the diversion of nations
and the hilarity of peoples. It is, indeed, noteworthy to see Lord
Beaverbrook politically fixed at la s t; fairly and squarely
shouldering responsibility for what will prove to be the most
disastrous administration of modern times. On an occasion
so dionysian we may perhaps be forgiven a variation of metaphor
which at least avoids the Butlerian plenitute of confusion ; when
the “ big top ” finally collapses it will be difficult for even the most
agile acrobat in the circus to avoid sharing some responsibility
with the boneless wonder.
EUROPEAN
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FATE OF THE MIDDLE
CLASSES ?
by ROBERT ROW
RE THE MIDDLE CLASSES the backbone of the country ?
If so, and they number about thirty per cent of the
population, then Britain’s spinal column has been dangerously
weakened.
Two things have contributed since the war towards making a
distressed community out of the former elite o f the working
population. Firstly, compared with the pre-war levels o f pay,
their salaries and wages have failed to keep pace with the rise
in the cost of living. Secondly, heavy taxation, particularly in
the higher-paid groups, is a progressive form of ruin.
A third burden is making its appearance. The new assessments
of municipal rates will hit in particular the owners of shops,
garages, offices, cinemas and stores. All of these have been
re-assessed at current values : in contrast, private households
are still assessed at 1939 levels, industry has been de-rated ever
since the slump-ridden 1920’s, while agriculture does not pay
rates. Small businesses are therefore obliged to pay more than
their fair share of the increases. On top o f that, their new high
values are being fixed just when trade is being cut down by the
deflationary “ squeeze
Many shops face doubled rates ; the small garage proprietor
will also be hit, and will no doubt have to sell out to one o f the
big oil combines that have been pressing for his site for the past
twelve months. A new dispossessed class, formed of ruined
small owners, seems likely to make its appearance in Britain soon,
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and the country will be all the poorer for the liquidation of this
hard-working class.
Yet, bad as that is, it is merely part o f the question. Throughout
the ranks o f the black-coated workers taxation, the rising cost
of living and the failure of their salaries to rise in proportion
mean growing if hidden impoverishment. There are approximately
90,000 bank clerks-in Britain, for example, who may be quoted
as typical victims of this social recession. Before the war they
were considered to be at the height o f affluence among office
workers : today they make about £6 a week (after tax) at twentyone, and double this at thirty-two. But that is only an increase
of approximately seventy per cent on pre-war salaries, while the
index of retail prices (the “ cost of living ”) is expected to stand
at two hundred and sixty-six per cent above its 1938 level for the
end of 1955.
Schoolteachers, in some cases, get even less than bank clerks,
and therefore less than dustmen, while the average grammar school
master, a very prince before the war, does not touch £16 a week.
Before the war he received £9 a week ; a comparable figure today,
allowing for the decline in the value of money, would be £27 a week.
Another group of black coated workers in the same predicament
are insurance clerks and agents. Senior clerks earn as little as
£11 a week, a rise, like that for bank-clerks, of approximately
seventy per cent on the pre-war figure. District managers in
some parts of the N orth earn perhaps another 10/- per week,
yet industrial workers have increased their average wages by
two hundred per cent on 1939.
Civil servants are a further example of hardship. The clerical
officer who earned £350 a year in 1939 gets £595 today. £11 a
week after twenty-two years’ service, in the present inflation,
is a poor reward for those who do the spadework o f governments.
Yet the higher grades fare even worse. An executive is now on a
maximum of £830 a year after twenty years. But in 1939 he was
getting £525.
There are estimated to be over five million people in the middle
and professional ranks, and the vast majority are struggling along
on this meagre return for their services. The middle classes,
however, must keep up appearances : no dungarees for them.
The snobbery that pervades their whole life, and to which so many
fall victims, demands membership of the local golf club, a not
inexpensive way o f spending one’s leisure, or else they remain
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at the foot of the ladder. The banks and insurance offices in
which they work demand a certain smartness of appearance ;
which is quite right and proper, provided they are paid enough.
This erosion of real incomes goes right through the scale df
their salaries. Sur-tax is imposed when a man reaches the
£2,000 a year mark, and thereafter takes an ever-larger share o'f
his pay. The man who makes from £500 to £750 a year nett today
gets eight per cent less in real wages than he did at the same
position before the war ; the £750 to £1,000 a year man gets
twelve per cent less ; the £1,000 to £1,500 a year man gets
eighteen per cent less ; the £1,500 to £2,000 a year man twenty
per cent less ; the £2,000 to £3,000 a year man twenty-six per
cent less ; while the man earning £3,000 or over gets sixty-three
per cent less in real income than before the war.*
It must be remembered, furthermore, that it is men in the
final category on whom much of the fortunes o f this country rest.
They are the managing directors of great enterprises, the scientists
and highly-skilled technicians responsible for industrial advance.
The present Prime Minister makes great play, in his major
speeches, with the need of the country to take the lead in science
and industry : a much more rationalized economy is obviously
necessary if Britain is to pay her way. Y et how can brilliant
men be expected to tolerate a state o f affairs in which their real
income has deteriorated so badly in far less than one generation ?
What, they undoubtedly ask, will be the position of their sons
if this social recession continues ? There is little wonder that
some of Britain’s most able men are migrating towards the
greater opportunities and rewards across the Atlantic.
Even more striking is the difference between gross salaries
today and those of comparable positions in 1938/9. The £400
a year earned before the war by a married m an would need
to be matched with £1,226 today ; £800 a year with £2,663 ;
£1,500 a year with £7,252 ; £2,000 with £14,257 ; and £3,000
with £48,290.f Such fantastic differences even in gross earnings
illustrate the lengths to which modern taxation has gone.
They also show the burdens carried by leading executives,
professional men and scientists. That taxation prevents by far
the majority from saving for their children’s education, for their
own health and retirement, without great sacrifice. Since the
* The Real Income o f the Middle Classes (Financial Times) 2.2.55
t Ibid
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outstanding characteristic o f the middle classes is to save, their
present difficulties mean the steady break-up o f those classes.
In the case of the small business-man and shopkeeper they also
mean the liquidation of their livelihood, to be absorbed all too
often by big concerns. Too many fine old family firms, with
records for honest dealing and faithful service stretching over
generations, are being bought up by mere financiers, dressed up
and put on the market again, to be re-sold at substantial profits.
Many are absorbed into gigantic “ empires ” o f megalomaniacs
whose only concern is the pursuit of greater profits. This is the
death of craftsmanship, honest business and the fair competition
and independence that must be kept alive in Britain.
On the other hand, the industrial worker has kept his wages
more nearly abreast with the rising cost of living. The average
wage today is slightly over £11 4s., against approximately £3 10s.
in 1938. This has been done through boom conditions, which
have created a shortage of labour, and the bargaining power of
organized trade unions.
But while the average wage has risen, there is still serious
injustice for the skilled workman in industry. For something
like four hundred years up to the First World War it was accepted
that the skilled man should get at least half as much again as his
labourer. That was his “ differential ” . But the reward for
skill began to shrink with the dawn of peace, and has gone on
shrinking since. In shipbuilding, the skilled man could command
eighty-one per cent more than the unskilled in 1914 ; by 1919
i t was only thirty per cent ; it rose to thirty-two per cent for the
Second World War, declined to nineteen per cent after its close
and today is a mere sixteen per cent.
In engineering, the differentials were seventy-one per cent,
thirty per cent, thirty-two per cent, nineteen per cent and sixteen
per cent for the same periods ; on the railways they were
eighty-four per cent, thirty-five per cent, sixty-three per cent,
thirty-three per cent and twenty-eight per cent respectively.*
Thus in both middle and skilled working classes, which account
For almost half of the working population, an attack on skill, or
the rewards of skill, has been in progress for some time and looks
like getting worse in the foreseeable future.
Much of this comes from those mob values which press and
parties have played upon, for profits or votes, and which the
1 The Devaluation o f Skill (The Economist 4.6.53)
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old type of politician dare not now defy. Egalitarianism has
reached its apotheosis, when weak governments, prefer to levy
crippling taxes on the large but completely unorganized middle
classes, and on the numerically small number of skilled workers
within the trade unions, rather than tax the unskilled and risk
electoral defeat at their outraged hands.
A further example of this political cowardice is the readiness
to impose high municipal rates on the small proprietor, under
the new assessments, but reluctance to do the same with the
general population. Admittedly, there is to be another survey
in 1960, but what government would dare to push up ordinary
household rates as much as shop rates have been pushed up
this time ?
It is a situation bearing all the signs of decline. A system of
taxation which penalizes that half of the population with the
most initiative and skill must inflict the greatest damage on the
national fabric. It is far worse, being on a greater scale, even
than the malicious faction-legislation by which the otherwise
great Lloyd George began to tax the Tory land-owning class out
of existence ; the Conservatives today are prisoners o f the mob
(they legislate deliberately for the unskilled, to capture votes
from Labour) so levelling down, not up.
Clearly, there is little hope of any change in this system which
is misnamed democracy ; it is actually a mutual arrangement
for dividing power between moneyed party machines with a
bread-and-circuses outlook. Equally clearly, it is in the interest
of the middle and skilled working classes to break away in
favour of a more revolutionary way of doing things ; but not
in the direction of communism, which means a quick death
rather than a slow.
European Socialism offers an alternative. This is seen parti
cularly in its principle of giving reward according to service.
The degree of effort should decide the size o f the w age-packet:
the professional and skilled workers would fare much better
when this principle is carried out.
Yet it is little good paying a man higher wages, in relation
to his ability, if taxation is maintained which penalizes him
increasingly the higher his wage rises. T hat is the most effective
way to discourage him earning more. Less effort is made by
the capable individual, which restricts his own circumstances
as well as depriving the country of output.
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Revolutionary policies must include revolutionary taxation
methods ; the most revolutionary today is to levy the tax on
expenditure and not on income. This would give one of the
strongest incentives of all. No longer would a man see larger
shares of his income vanish as tax the higher he climbed the
ladder. Instead, he would spend what he made, or save it.
It would encourage those on piece rates or overtime to work
harder. Men will not put their backs into long hours of work
when they lose a high percentage of reward for their toil, but
they will work, to better themselves and their families, when
the road is open.
The present decline is not the result of any moral rot in the
fibre of the people. The old qualities of national character are
still there, and will re-awaken under new treatment. But new
treatment can only come from a new spirit and method in govern
ment, in European Socialist Government. At this point of
history the middle and skilled working classes have the opportunity
(perhaps their last one) not only to save themselves and their
families, but also the life they have known.
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RETURN TICKET ONLY
by CHRISTOPHER RICHARDS
OUR AND A HALF centuries after the first European arrival
in America, that continent is still a symbol to us of exciting
novelty and untapped gold. By comparison, Australia seems
no more than an extension of the Lake country and Africa a
derelict treasure-house vaguely associated with Scipio and She,
Pharaoh’s wife and diamond mines. But America, America’s
the place where even the sky is higher, yet the rooftops try to scrape
it, where the minks run wild and dinosaur’s skeleton is radioactive,
peoples with names like Hank Horak and St. Abraham Lincoln,
the million egg incubator of the world’s erotica where the totem
pole, be it Aimee Semple Mcpherson or Rockefeller, and the typhoon
have a terrible validity. In its primitive canvasses wild horses’
mane-tossing necks are distended in a pre-Picasso struggle for
escape and solitary figures dressed in black alpaca stare discon
solately at Atlantic rollers, while to-day the tame Cadillacs grow
a foot longer every year and blondes dressed in nothing at all
prefer gentlemen who can spit a wisecrack back. They’ve cut
down the backwoods and built a concrete jungle. Henry Miller’s
Air Conditioned Nightmare where the young Ernest Hemingway
learnt to shoot, of a vulgarity repellent to Europeans but o f a
vitality attractive to them as an exploratory jab with a hypodermic
is to a jaded sensualist, still provides a focal point for the
illusive fantasy of the European imagination.
All this, of course, refers to that part of the New World of
which we think when we mention casually America, that is to
say, the United States and Canada. The addition of the dyssyllable
Latin accentuates, to an almost unbearable degree, the urge to go.
All that a northern European looks for in the Mediterranean—
the charm, the fine manners, the instinct for the plastic arts, the
direct strength of intellect, the physical beauty, the gusto and the
melancholy among the cypresses, wine time and the spine-warming
sun — all this against a background of man-eating orchids,
theatrical coups d’etat, of brown feet beating the virgin soil to
the syncopated rhythm of marimbas, he expects to find in Latin
America. Where “ America” is an exclamation, Latin America
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is an invocation. Under the spell and in obedience to the migratory
instincts that form the half of our insular condition, 1 packed
and I went ; for two and a half years I saw ; and I was not
conquered.
In November, 1951, then, the aeroplane carried me trembling,
agog, over the Atlantic, through the United States (where a gigantic
air steward edged me towards the emergency exit and demanded
to know when we British were going to pay back all that money)
to Ecuador. Nine months later another flying machine bore
me further down the Andes’ spine to Chile where I remained until
my return to civilisation. During this time I was employed by a
commercial enterprise and my opportunities for travel were
consequently pared to the bone. There is no plural for the “ I ” .
No commission wafted me where whim decreed in the comfort
of the new privileged class. No press card, nor personal reputation
opened the doors of ministers and poets. The eyes and ears
that saw and listened were attached to a private expatriate anchored
by occupational exigencies to a restricted field. The private
torch, not the public searchlight, was the medium of observation.
Two towns, neither of them capital cities, in two different
countries may appear but slender support for generalisations
on a continent, yet fortunately each of the two countries was,
in its different way, representative of the twin ways of life of
South America. Ecuador is a one crop country (oil is a minor
contributor to the national economy) which without bananas
would be reduced overnight to penury. It has no middle class
and its population is a sour mixture of the worst elements of negro,
indian and white blood. Chile the almost paradise has no negroes^
inter-marriage with indians is not a common occurrence and it
produces almost everything from copper to wine. Ecuador, as
its name implies, has a climate whose disagreeable monotony
never varies from the unpleasantly hot; in the thin strip of Chile,
the temperature scale from the northern deserts to the sub-arctic
south is complete. In Concepcion, there are four seasons and the
European analogy is still more marked in the lake district which,
the English residents happily remark, bears a strong resemblance
to Scotland. Economically, climatically and racially then, the
two countries are widely different — yet in both the terrible pangs
of the exile’s nostalgie de l’Europe soon become the ruling emotion
o f his life.
In 1951, when I left, England was still suffering from post-war.
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confusion and shortages. The English scene was a mismanaged
muddle of ugliness and discomfort, where rationing and grudging
illmanners contrived an atmosphere of general gloom and discomfort
from which one counted oneself fortunate to escape. In contrast,
South America seemed a continent of plenty to whose diet the
dimensions of the stomach had gradually to adapt themselves.
If hunger had its moments, the situation was owing to the
occupational risks of employment by an English enterprise rather
than to any intrinsic general lack of the essential foodstuffs.
Meat in great slices, sea food in pale pink heaps, eggs, butter,
milk and great lustres of grapes were there for the asking.
If the climate was unpleasant, the inhabitants had evolved a
modus vivendi to meet the case. Water ran, electricity burned,
the wireless blared and the telephone rang in their houses.
Through the great international agencies, newspapers supplied
information on world affairs and affaires. The rich could move
from point “ A ” to point “ B ” in their own motors, the poor
by train or ’bus ; while aeroplanes arrived and departed with
convenient frequency between the various states of the continent
It is possible to dine in Panama one night and sup in Buenos
Aires the next. All the irrelevant trappings of a mechanised
civilisation are, in fact, there. The means exist, it is the end
which is so sadly misaimed.
It was only when the body, sated with good food, and (in the
case of Chile) wine, purred with well-being, when the novel
attractions of tropical casualness and, in a good temper, incom
petence had run its course, that a sense of unease gradually impinged
upon determined xenophilia. It remained stimulating to feel at
moments transported back across the centuries. The houseboy in
Guayaquil came from the hills, and his voice had an extra sibilance
somehow reminiscent to a west country burr. He was small and
badly made, hopping about the house like some injured bird. His
name madly enough was Hercules. Hands folded, with many sad
smiles he proffered exactly the same explanation for his abandon
of agriculture as the objections expounded by cotton spinners
in the early 19th century against the industrial revolution.
More machines, less hands needed. So he had left for the city.
The corruption of politics recalls the vitality of pre-secret ballot
England. In Chile, no picnic is complete without its whole ox
turning on the spit. Indeed, the whole of country life is conducted
on Breughelian lines. I n . Ecuador, five kilometres outside the
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town of Guayaquil, bricks are still made with straw and clay in
accordance with the best Pharaonic dicta. Retrospectively, there
is a certain macabre humour in the dentist who purchased his
Christmas turkey from an old hag across the street while the dread
needle still revolved in the cavity — and beat her down ; the
driver whose omnibus explosively halts and turns with placid
geniality to his passengers to demand “ A little push, please ” ;
the casual acceptance of the doctor’s bill as a necessary evil since,
as everyone knows, he has to make a trip to Europe next year
— these were accepted as amusing idiosyncrasies. But, however
distended the intestines, however vinous the fo u rire, neither
jokes, an historic imagination nor a placated digestion are allsufficient.
Disillusion first makes itself visually. Against backdrops of
rich greens, o f burnt brown earth, of jacaranda-starred hills and
snow-littered mountains, the Ecuadoreans and the Chileans have
erected towns and villages, farms and universities of despairing
squalor or o f a m eagre. uninspired meretriciousness. Nothing,
or practically nothing, o f the colonial remains. Earthquakes,
climatic erosion and an all-swallowing passion for the last shout
have taken their dreary toll. Indefatigable builders, what they
have constructed always lacks grace and frequently even solidity.
The ideal of their domestic architecture is the bastard of a Californian
suburban villa, and at the thought of public buildings their
imaginations spin off into the murkiest realms of mishandled
monumentalism. High towers the weeping concrete, and blankly
blink the symmetrical rows of plate glass windows, the outer skin
of a network of enlarged cells which lack even the virtue of
convenience. The prevalence of the shoddy becomes at last an
obsession. Where they make they make badly. Doors don’t
f i t ; locks don’t w o rk ; thread breaks ; dye runs and plates
crack. Where they import, the merchants seem inspired in their
instinct for vulgarity. The cloth is flawed, the symphony recorded
on the off-day of an indifferent orchestra, the furniture an
upholsterer’s paradise of overstuffing or a vamisher’s dream of
treacly brown. The magnate’s Persian carpet was made in
Birmingham, the pauper’s bedstead is copied from Grand Rapids.
In the wake of the eye comes the mind, searching for that
excellence which the vision has found wanting. Yet here again
lies disappointment. The professor of Spanish literature at the
University, reputedly the most erudite, is to be found in his study
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laboriously underlining significant phrases in the introductions
to the equivalent of a popular edition of some standard classic.
The “ intellect ” is admired, but critical standards are so low as
scarcely to justify the name, and tend to be mingled with nationalist
spirit to the detriment of the detached approach. Political and
economic thought is dominated by a lunatic subservience to an
entirely unsuitable concept of democracy. Only too clearly are
the Benthamite reservations to universal suffrage and the follies
of a misapplied parliamentary system displayed. Reality disappears
into a mist of demagogy, and a jaded aping of Anglo-Saxon
electioneering methods passes for the transmission of the will
of the people.
South America is south but it is still America. A t this awkward
juncture, when technical developments are being grafted on to
an essentially primary economy, the United States o f America
is the nearest and the richest influence to make itself felt.
Resented and disliked they may be, yet not even the overbearing
clumsiness of their diplomacy can destroy the incontrovertible
fact of their wealth. Willy nilly they provide the model o f
perfection, and South American dream-life twirls about a mythical
paradise where the washing fountain and the soda fountain are
as unremarkable as the sun at noon, and the nickel plating on
the motor cars shines as bright as the lights in Times Square.
Europe is too far, and too complicated for them. Occasional
sentiment ties them to Spain, which they allude to tenderly as
the Madre Patria, but for the rest, it is a cesspool where depressed
humanity shivers at the thought of impending atomic destruction.
If good Americans go to Paris when they die, bad South Americans
go there to live, and they see the capitals of Europe as so many
giant mantraps waiting remorselessly to swallow the innocent
noble savages from the New World.
Spanish is an exclamatory hyberbolic language which slips
with the slightest relaxation of verbal discipline into a meaningless
welter of flatulent exaggeration. This, in South America, is its
normal condition. It is the tragedy of the hemisphere that the
slipshod in the written and the spoken has been adopted as the norm
for behaviour, for the brain behind the tongue. At last the weary
emigrant reels exhausted from the scene. With a final banquet,
with one last lingering speech, he staggers onto his ship and sails
away to shabby Europe where size is not a requisite of beautyand a bank balance is not the ultimate statement of moral worth.
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by DESMOND STEWART
A LKING O F RELIGION . . . do we talk o f anything
else now that we are all in the “ second religiousness ” ?
This, Spengler was right in foreseeing, has come with Caesarism
and megalopolis. But it had not come in 1931. Nothing that
I know in literature better shows that period, in aspects at least,
and in implications, than The Acceptance World1 of Anthony
Powell. His world is a world without religion ; not a world
against, religion simply a world without it. The only trace of
the numinous is the planchette, scribbling messages from Karl
Marx, and unbelieved in.
Like Miss Nancy Mitford and Mr. Evelyn Waugh, Mr. Powell
writes of the upper classes. In this novel, there is only one
non-bourgeois person, Mrs. Andriadis’s maid, and she appears
but for a moment. The rest of the characters are upper class,
but in the Marxist, rather than the Mitford sense. There are no
ancestral families with ancestral religions ; there are no landrooted families with exclusive shibboleths ; no dashing French
dukes or Catholic-persistent sodomites. They are unidealised,
empty people, who meet their temporary wives in road houses
and use the Ritz for their Old Boys dinners. And the great
question for those who talk of class — where does the cash come
from ? — is not shirked.
“ W hat does he do ? ”
“ An underwriter at Lloyds.”

T

1 The Acceptance World, Anthony Powell, Heinemann, 12s. 6d.
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They are the English ruling class which either drank, or took
part in Hunger Marches : in this, like the desperate heroine of
Mr. Isherwood’s Sally Bowles. The style is fluent, the impressions
are thin : the people are thin, and their way of life is fluent.
From these people, living their thin, fluent lives, one man revolted ;
from these circles of passionless adultery, these weekend parties,
one man sought through ridicule and danger a road to reality,
a way by which life could be more than thin, and fluent, and
without meaning.
“ The same red brick and gables, the same walls covered with
ivy or Virginia creeper. This was, no doubt, a settlement of
prosperous business men ; a reservation, like those created for
indigenous inhabitants, or wild animal life, in some region
invaded by alien elements . . . ”
But Mosley is not mentioned ; in the wings, he is waiting.
Communism is mentioned, as a cult among middle-class people
who stamp into the Ritz in large leather motoring coats, where
they prove irresistibly attractive to bored young women married
to stockbrokers. Communism is the spirit that inspires the young
poet-secretary of St. John Clarke, Mark Members. It is a
communism that only now, a generation later, can be seen in
all its emptiness : an epidemic for which a Kruschev or a Bulganin
would have only contempt.
Mr. Powell delineates this empty world, in his way, as did
Mr. Eliot or D. H. Lawrence, though not from Mr. Eliot’s negative
or D. H. Lawrence’s positive standpoint. Indeed, there seems
no standpoint at all.
But without having a standpoint, the dry style, bare and poetic,
allows us to draw our own conclusions.
“ We drove along at a good rate. On either side o f the
highway, grotesque buildings, which in daytime resembled the
temples of some shoddy, utterly unsympathetic Atlantis, now
assumed the appearance of an Arctic city’s frontier forts.”
There seems no philosophy at all behind the narration. N o
doubt, because of this, the dust-jacket critic places Mr. Powell
“ in the dead centre of English social comedy ” . (I have italicised
English.) No creed controls the conscious minds, no ineluctable
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law propels, or impels, the unconscious forces, of these English
characters. Life is a changing dance, that is all . . . “ in a
sense, nothing in life is planned — or everything is — because in
the dance every step is ultimately the corollary of the step before ;
the consequence of being the kind of person one chances to be ”,
The characters in the meaningless dance are not those that
capture the love, or arouse the hatred of the reader ; but they
retain his interest, even when they never appear, but are merely
names off.
“ I enquired after Eleanor.
“ 1 Spends all her time in the country now,’ said Sir Gavin.
‘ As you may remember, Eleanor was never really happy away
from H inton.’
“ He spoke rather sadly. I knew he was confessing his own
and his wife’s defeat. His daughter had won the long conflict
with her parents. I wondered if Eleanor still wore her hair in
a bun at the back and trained dogs with a whistle. It was
unlikely that she would have changed much.
“ ‘ I expect she finds plenty to do,’ I offered.
“ ‘ Her breeding keeps her quiet,’ said Sir Gavin.
“ He spoke almost with distaste. However, perceiving that I
felt uncertain as to the precise meaning of this explanation of
Eleanor’s existing state, he added curtly :
“ ‘ Labradors.’
“ ‘ Like Sultan ? ’
“ ‘ After Sultan died, she took to breeding them. And then
she sees quite a lot of her friend, Norah Tolland ’.”
Has a sketch of character ever been done more deftly, even
in the dead centre of English social comedy ?
“ Maud — ”
“ Virginia ? ”
“ Put down your New Statesman.”
“ I’ve put it down . . . ”
“ How does that line by Lehmann go . . . ? ”
Such dialogue has only to be written to be seen as fantastic.
N o one in England, even among the readers of the New
Statesman, can possibly quote a line by this poet in a twelve
month. And yet his autobiography begins as follows* :
* The Whispering Gallery, Longmans, 21s.
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“ When 1 try to remember where my education in poetry began,
the first image that comes to mind is of my father’s library at
our old family home of Fieldhead, on the Thames. It is an
autumn or winter evening after tea, for James the butler has
been in to draw the blinds . . . . ”
Were this a Goethe writing, or even a Wystan Auden, how
enthralled we should be ! How we would draw our chairs nearer
to the fire, with or without butlers 1 But it is of the tragedies
of literature, that we who would bargain one autobiographical
sentence by William Shakespeare for all the self-exposures of
Messrs. Lehmann and Spender, cannot make the bargain. Except
to Americans with theories, Shakespeare is eternally mute, while
our contemporary poetasters are as loquacious as the Vicar of
Bray.
Is to say this impudent ? Is it to break a butterfly upon the
wheel ? Is it unBritish ?
If not impudent, then dangerous, since like the giant Castor
and Pollux on the Roman staircase, these two stand in a position
of vantage in the “ literary life ” o f modern London : taking
literary life to mean, opportunity for the young writer to publish
his material, opportunity for the young writer to be well reviewed,
and so on. (Hence perhaps some of the fulsome reviews The
Whispering Gallery has earned in the intellectual press. So great
is my respect for Mr. Connolly, however, that l cannot but read
irony into his quoted : “ tremblingly I await the second volume ” .)
To criticise Mr. Lehmann as a poet is certainly unBritish :
in an age when even the worst acting is not hissed, and when
British audiences are world-famous for applauding bad musicians.
But perhaps this concept of “ British ” will have to go if England
is to have a lively literary life once more. Even in regimented
Russia literature is taken seriously, and living ideas are discussed
and criticised. Only in England has cultural life the animation
of a Buckingham Palace Garden Party. (I write as one who
has only seen the photographs.)
But to the third charge, a non-guilty plea can be returned.
Mr. Lehmann is not a butterfly, and alas 1 I am no torturer, in
a position of power. Mr. Lehmann, who writes that “ all during
my years at Eton the desire to be a poet bad grown ”, has not
become a poet. But he has become one of the mandarins of the
literary establishment. From the early thirties, he has been active
and influential in the control of literary reviews, and now, with
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the financial assistance of the Daily Mirror, he edits The London
Magazine. Thus, whether we like him or not, whether he has
written one memorable line or none, he is as leading a figure in
our contemporary Parnassus as were Smedley and Colley Cibber
when Pope was composing the Dunciad.
“ Literary criticism1,” Lawrence wrote, “ can be no more than
a reasoned account o f the feeling produced upon the critic by
the book he is criticising” . I find The Whispering Gallery as
pretentious as its first sentence, and as unrevealing. But how,
in a reasoned manner, to convey the flatness, the plushness of
Mr. Lehmann’s style without quoting it in gobbets which would
asphyxiate the reader ? The lack of self-revelation — the only
interest in most autobiographies — we are prepared for in the
introduction, where Mr. Lehmann warns us, by implication, that
unlike Stephen, he will not take his trousers down in public.
As a result, there is no self-revelation whatsoever. There is,
on the other hand, self-exposition as the artist sensitive to
“ the lily-pool, hidden in its cypresses and bamboos, with its
teeming life of gold-fish, newts, water-beetles and tadpoles,
all lurking under the reddish-green mats o f the leaves” .
There is rather complacent meditation on such Edwardian family
homes (Miss Mitford, please note) as his own, and their advantages
to a poet :
There he may learn to know, and assimilate into himself, the
rhythms and mysterious harmonies of the year, the multitudinous
everyday miracles of plant, insect, animal life, the unaccountable
empathies, intertwinings and transformations in which he comes
to feel that he himself takes part with powers that are not in
his conscious direction ; thus images are invisibly laid up in
his mind rather as precious pictures are stored in mountain
caves in wartime, out of which the secret agencies of the
imagination can summon them as symbols and correspondences
that never fail. What poverty an artist must feel who has
never had this luck . . . .
How valuable, again, such a piece might be (even if tediously
written) coming from a Catullus, a Wordsworth or a Bums :
but from M r. Lehmann, it is as though the mouse were
rhapsodising, in really elegant language, (empathies, correspondences
and images,) on the mountain whose child it was !
1 Essay on John Galsworthy
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Like his friend Stephen, Mr. Lehmann was fascinated as a
child by the working-class whose champion in a sense, and a for
a while, he was to become : (at the end of the book he quotes
with approval, and one feels not quite in the author’s spirit,
Lawrence’s poem :
O ! Start a revolution, somebody ! . . .
Not to install the working classes,
But to abolish the working classes forever . . .)
“ My own nursery looked over the lane, and from my window
1 used to watch the antics of the children who abounded in the
cottages, half-repelled but also half-fascinated by this close-up
view of the incomprehensible lives of the poor. They seemed
cheerful . . . . ”
A passage like this, and the similar passage in M r. Spender’s
autobiography, go a long way to explaining both the fashionable
espousal of the working classes in the ‘30’s, and the equally
fashionable rejection of them, after the 1945 revolution.
Acceptable tastes are shown as Mr. Lehmann’s : in music,
play-reading and “ classical art and its revival in the Italian
Renaissance. The flash-point was a trip on a private yacht in
the Mediterranean, at Easter . . . ”
Class, appropriately, is a major motif in Mr. Lehmann’s book :
appropriately, since if he has one gift, besides being an impressario,
it is always to be with the times, neither ahead of them, nor behind
them, but with them. He was anti-Fascist when everybody else
was, and when he was editing New Writing. Orwell hesitated
to send Shooting an Elephant to him because it was not ideological
enough :
“
it may be that it is quite out of your line. I mean
it might be too lowbrow for your paper and I doubt whether
there is anything anti-Fascist in the shooting of an elephant.”
But as founder of the London Magazine, in the non-political
fifties, he made his now famous statement that the only Keep
Out notice was to those with ideological principles. And now,
in 1955, he is conscious of the “ new snobbery ” , so well and so
often purveyed by his sister-magazine, Encounter. But though
Mr. Lehmann in no way compresses or minimises his Eton days
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— he refers to them at length, with the condescending air of one
who has repudiated them and accepted them simultaneously —
he is not as frank about his class-position as Mr. Spender was
about his sex-position. (Mr. Lehmann, the reader may be told,
reveals nothing o f his sex-life. This is, perhaps a, blessing.)
W hat class does Mr. Lehmann belong to, since the subject is
a fashionable one, and since Mr. Lehmann gives so much
information about his family ? There is the “ old family home
of Fieldhead ” , with the garden so apt for the equipment of a
poet. But as the Marxist would rightly argue, ■in determining
class-position, the question to ask is : where does the cash come
from ? Here Mr. Lehmann has seen fit to be elusive. Eton,
of course, accepts with that elasticity always praised in the English
“ aristocracy ” all those with enough money : ‘ Jew and Gentile
all are one in brass’. So that tells us nothing. There is a family
connection with the Scottish family o f Chambers, who founded
the famous Cyclopaedia. Less is said of the Lehmanns, though
they would surely be more interesting : one of them was a member
of the Garde Nationale in Paris, and roots in Hamburg are also
referred to in a passage saying how well Mr. Lehmann got on with
Mr. Spender (who, we remember, is partly Schuster). It would
be interesting to know— since otherwise the genealogical materia]
is banal — whether Mr. Lehmann’s talents as an impressario
have any connection, genetically, with the Lehmanns of Galeries
Lafayette. There is no hint. The only indication — and it is
no more than a clue, of the kind Baconians value, alleging
“ Shakespeare’s ” law-imagery as proof o f legal interests in the
author of Hamlet — is the recurrence of bijouterie in the imagery
of the book. The first section is entitled Jewels in a Cave ; and
on the occasion when Mr. Lehmann showed “ the furtive side
of my character ” (ipse dixit) by going through the drawers of
his father’s desk, he writes :
" . . . opening one of the drawers out o f curiosity, I saw bundles
of old letters all with early Victorian stamps on them. It was
as exciting for me as if I had lit on a cave o f diamonds.”
This is an unusual image for a schoolboy : a cave of doughnuts
would be more usual. Yet even as a schoolboy Mr. Lehmann
was an impressario, editing, for example, his first literary magazine.
“ It was a simple racket.
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known authors one could by the furthest stretch o f one’s
imagination claim to be acquainted with, and begged them
for a contribution . . . . One then wrote to all the firms
one could think of which might be interested in an advertising
appeal to Eton boys and their relations, and, pointing out
how many distinguished authors there would be among the
contributors and how many influential visitors would be reading
it on St. Andrew’s Day, or the Fourth of June, suggested they
should buy space . . . ”
As an impressario, Mr. Lehmann is to be taken seriously, and
if he had written his book as the record of his business ventures,
it might have been more interesting. There are sentences of
utmost interest to those concerned with book-publication, or
promotion :
“ The truth, however, is that no amount o f praise, even o f the
most hysterical kind, will move the public to read a book they
find they do not like : it is the combination o f the right praise
at the right time with the right book that causes the avalanche
at the lending libraries ” .
If only Keats’s publisher could have had a chat with Mr. Lehmann !
Otherwise, the book refuses to come alive, and this is what
makes it so dull. It is the antithesis of Mr. Powell’s testimony
to the ’30’s. Mr. Powell keeps himself out of the picture, and
his world, in a few pages, stands before us, odious, shallow, but
because deeply realised, also tragic and beautiful. Mr. Lehmann’s
world is all- round us, plush, poeticising and airless, above all
unreal :
“ . . . because they were happy parties, and I happily rode
on the crest o f the wave (sic), I remember them only as if they
were a series of tapestries, in which many of the same figures
are repeated again and again against a background that varies
only in detail, tapestries woven out of the bright colours of
our life at that time, before Hitler and another war changed
everything, and all of us moving to a rhythm that seems now
broken for good and part of the history that no one discovers
again, a tunc unique and beyond all exact evocation, even o f
the most brilliant pen
So it goes on, with lists of celebrities, snippets of gossip, and it
never lives. Mr. Powell’s pen may not have the gleam o f a
brilliant, but it evokes, outside the windows; at the Ritz, the dum b
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cold faces of the unemployed. Well-bred people, well-stacked
people, meet at the Spider’s Webb and fornicate in little-threatened
suburbs. Outside the menace. Mr. Lehmann’s testimony is of
the Bloomsbury parties that Hitler stopped. Does he really not
remember the Depression, from which Hitler came ?
Wystan, Stephen, Christopher, Orwell, Cyril, they are all here,
and all unalive. Those of them with talent must live elsewhere ;
here is no Boswell touch. Him of them with genius even trans
plantation cannot kill ; him of them with faith even Mr. Lehmann’s
reference to a desertion of Chamberlain’s England can hardly
hurt. Isherwood had written in 1938 :
1 myself am in the most Goddamawfiil mess. 1 have
discovered what I didn’t realise before, what I wasn’t till now,
that I am a pacifist ” .
This was an unfashionable discovery ; the left wing had decided
on war ; and Mr. Lehmann writes :
“ That letter, that confession, I saw quite clearly, and sadly,
wrote the epitaph to our friendship as I had known it, as I
had imagined it continuing into the future, a friendship that
had been the pivot of my life as a writer and editor-publisher
for nearly seven years ”,
This whole exchange can bear much meditation. I t can tell
•more about the kindness of the left, and the friendship of the
left, than a thesis written from outside.
My personal impression of this book — I could not put it in
a more succint sentence than this : it makes me admire Mr.
Spender. I see now how much an achievement ;his honesty must
have been : minor poet with inflated reputation, political
pamphleteer his policy souring on him as on his generation, he
admitted his weaknesses, and perhaps in so doing made them his
strengths. I should like to have applauded that honesty, and
did not. Mr. Spender burnt at least one boat : he wrote a book
after which, diva Elizabetha regnante, he can hardly expect ever
,to be a “ S ir” . Mr. Lehmann, not born an “ :Hon.” , is still
very much in the race.
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A DIARY
HERE IS A N EXHIBITION at the Bibliothfcque N a tio n a l
in Paris of gothic illuminated manuscripts, of which
M. Andrd Malraux writes in the preface to the catalogue :
“ I'ensemble de cette exposition est un des evenements culturels
da siecle ”. And it is really impossible to exaggerate the beauty
and interest of these books. Whole pages of paintings illustrate
them, executed with the highest degree of artistry and imagination,
their clear, bright colours unfaded because sheltered from the light,
framed with spidery vine and ivy trailing leaves and tendrils,
delicate and precise.
Among the bibles and breviaries there are books o f beasts,
Froissart’s chronicles, treatises on tournaments, Frederick Hohenstaufen’s book on falconry translated into French in the late 13th
century, and the novels — roman du chevalier au cygne, roman
de Lancelot, histoire du Graal.
Pre-gothic manuscripts were exhibited there last year, but a
few days later I went to Trinity College Library in Dublin to see
again the Books of Kells, Durrow and Armagh. They are further
removed in time from the great French painter and illustrator
of the 15th century, Fouquet, than he is from us, and they seem
infinitely remote. They would not surprise in a Byzantine church
in Asia Minor, or even further east. Apparently some authorities
think that Christian architects from Syria, fleeing from the Arabs,
may have gone to Ireland and influenced church building.
Might the curious interlaced patterns, the fishes and dragons and
fantastically plumaged birds, the short figures with big heads
and lustrous kohl-edged eyes which are typical in Irish art stem
from the eastern end of the Mediterranean ? Like Christianity
itself ?

★

★

★

M. Malraux also says that the illuminated manuscripts are a
revelation to us, comparable to that of the exhibition of primitives
the year Cfcanne died to a former generation. But Ruskin
experienced it a century ago, and Tennyson, and the pre-Raphaelite
brethren, and the craftsmen of Kelmscott, although they never
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had the chance of seeing such a rich collection as there is at the
Biblioth&que Nationale now.
Once a fortnight the pages of all the exhibits are turned, and
new wonders revealed.

★

★

★

In London recently I was depressed by the sad destruction of
Grosvenor Square. N ot so much the buildings — modified-skyscraper-Georgian has, for the past thirty years since Grosvenor
House was demolished and the present block put up, been an
accepted feature o f the London scene which (for all its obvious
architectural non-senses) is greatly preferable to the pat-of-butter
Dorchester or stained concrete monolithic styles. It is the square
itself which is so needlessly horrid. Once thickly wooded with
high trees and dense undergrowth in which birds nested and cats
made love, it was a wonderful oasis. Now it is an arid desert,
an “ open space ” with dreary paths and seats, presided over,
fittingly, by a statue of the man who was so largely responsible
for ruining great areas o f Europe. Except when he has been
daubed with red paint, he fades into the level waste, the rounding
grey; a very poor exchange for the greenery o f the old days.
It reminds one of the sort of totally unnecessary “ park ” given
by somebody to a small town whose inhabitants have only to
walk for five minutes to be in real country. In this case Hyde
Park is but a step away.
Berkeley Square still has magnificent trees, though the people
who can never see anything beautiful without wishing to destroy
it are said to be planning a giant underground car-park which
would enable them to cut down the trees whose deep roots interfere
with their schemes.
Someone (perhaps Mr. Nigel Birch ?) has chosen exactly the
right colour for the paint on St. George’s hospital and Wellington
barracks, which have never looked so well as they do at the
moment. Steering clear of hot cream and clerical grey, they
have been painted almost white, pale and clean as an 18th
century print.

★

★

★

The German Ambassador to Ireland has unveiled a statue in
St. Stephen’s Green, not, like the one in Grosvenor Square, to
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commemorate a destroyer of Europe. A group by a Munich
sculptor in the form of a fountain, it represents the Three Fates,
and is the gift of the Dankspende des deutschen Volkes, expressing
gratitude for help given by the Irish to the German people at the
time when the Allies were taking it out of them for having lost
the war.

★

★

★

In the Irish Times of 30.1.56 there was a photograph of a
portrait of the English Prime Minister made out of pieces of
damp-looking fur, “ the work of M. J. Laroche ” . It is a speaking
likeness of the face that looked out recently from the television
screen. This artist, of whom I had never heard before, has
cleverly hit upon the perfect medium in which to portray Sir
Anthony Eden. Marble for Roman emperors, bronze for 18th
century statesmen, oil paint for Victorian politicians, wet fur for
Sir Anthony. How odd that such a man should be the son of
the squire who, waking up on a shooting morning and seeing
it was pouring with rain, was heard to exclaim furiously “ Oh
God ! How like you ! ”
★

★

★

On a newspaper placard in Dublin I saw the following :
BALENCIAGA
ARD RI FAISHJN
which made me wish I understood Irish. Has M. Balenciaga
given an Irish periodical what he has, it seems, denied to Vogue
— news of his spring collection ?
D.M .
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Henrik Ibsen’s

T h e W ild D u c k

(SAVILLE THEATRE)

Paul Osborn’s

M o r n in g s

a t Seven

(COMEDY THEATRE)

by MICHAEL HARALD
T HAS BEEN pointed out to me that I have not so far in
this journal criticized a play by a living author. My conscience
in this is untroubled ; but a day or two ago I searched a column
of theatre advertisements for the modern play calculated neither
to flatter nor insult, but to match, the intelligence of the usual
reader of a half-crown monthly. M. Sartre’s newest offering,
Nekrassov, was, I found, to be seen at the Unity Theatre (I had,
of course, drawn a blank in Shaftesbury Avenue and the Strand).
This seemed tempting ; and I was finally discouraged from the
trip to Kings Cross not so much by the theatre’s amateur status,
nor by political antipathies, but by a finicking aversion to an
audience in which bristly chins, duffle-coats and pink ties mingle
in more or less equal parts. These things, though no doubt
excusable, and even useful, in their place, do not delight me at
the theatre ; and in their evocative totality they are quite
irritatingly old-fashioned. (This, by contrast with the striking
modernity o f the play to which I had already planned to devote
much of my space this month — the eighty year-old Wild Duck).
Eventually I settled on Morning's at Seven, the new American
play at the newly-decorated Comedy Theatre — my interest having
been aroused by the following snatch of dialogue in the B.B.C.
programme, The Critics :—
. . . Yes, I quite agree, awfully good . . .
Jolly g o o d !
Mmm !
Mmm !
Awfully.
Mmm !
Sort o f Tchekhov, didn't you think ?
Sort o f l
Mmm 1
Yes, I see what you mean, I think.
O r Ibsen, perhaps . . .
Yes, Ibsen too, I suppose . , .

I
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Probably no single critic can hope to emulate the sharp skill
of this analysis; it owes much of its profundity, as may be seen,
to the pooling of ideas. But I shall do my best.
First things first, however ; and let the great critic* speak for
the great dram atist:—
Where shall I find an epithet magnificent enough fo r The Wild
Duck ? To sit there getting deeper and deeper into that Ekdal
home, and getting deeper and deeper into your own life all the
time, until you forget that you are in a theatre ; to look on with
pity and horror at a profound tragedy, shaking with laughter
all the time at an irresistible comedy ; to go out, not from a
diversion, but from an experience deeper than real life ever
brings to most men, often brings to any man : that is what
The Wild Duck was like last Monday at the Globe . . . .
And last Friday at the Saville ! If we are to judge an artist by
his strongest link, let us admit that in this play Ibsen shows
himself to be the greatest architect in the history of the drama.
He never again chose to build in the same beautiful, elaborate
fashion, handling simultaneously half a dozen different themes,
allowing each one to jostle and subtly elaborate the rest — nor,
I think, did he in any of the later plays choose to present
characters who so obviously enjoyed being themselves, neuroses
and all. Even in the fifth act, right up to the appalling moment
of Hedwig’s suicide, cheerfulness, as the old philosopher com
plained, “ will keep breaking in ” . Never is it allowed to break
into Hedda Gabbler or Little E yolf or When We Dead Awaken.
(I do not, of course, mean to fault these plays for that deficiency ;
though I admit to a personal preference for a work which will
purge me with laughter as well as tears.) The present production,
though not on the whole particularly well acted, still serves as
a reproach and a contrast to the whole corpus of post-Ibsen drama,
and reminds us that Messrs, Coward, Rattigan, Priestley and Fry
are still as lamentably behind the times as Ibsen was in front o f
them the best part of a century ago. The Wild Duck is not a
difficult play to interpret, and it is most brilliantly stroked along
by Mr. Emlyn Williams in the great comedy role of Hjalmar
Ekdal. There is more to Hjalmar than the petulant, egotistical
fraud ; we want to know why Gina loved him once, and perhaps
still does. Mr. Williams suggests a likely answer by endowing
Hjalmar with a sort of urchin smugness, a gaminerie, which 1
myself find highly resistible, but which womanly women, I believe,
place high on the list of masculine allurements. There m ust be a
strong temptation, I imagine, to “ guy ” Gina ; she is so obviously
wife-and-mother in the garret-fantasy o f every failed o r phoney
a rtis t; and it is to Miss Angela Baddeley’s credit that, if she has
*Shaw, of course !
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felt this temptation, she has not visibly yielded to it; Hedwig
would be a simple proposition for an actress ten years younger
than Miss Tutin ; as it was, the actress successfully fined down
her maturity and made the best of a difficult job. Old Ekdal
and Doctor Reiling were cleverly played by Mr. George Relph
and Mr. Laurence Hardy respectively ; while the actor who
played Molvik, the “ demoniac ” , was too clever by half and
should have his six lines cut to three and his salary docked
accordingly. His overplaying, which brought a roar of laughter
and an exit-“ round ” from the more coarse-grained and stupid
members of the audience, effectively ruined one scene which Ibsen
no doubt thought to be dramatic. Which brings me to Gregers
Werle ; and here I risk losing that trick of temperateness which
has sustained me in the theatre ever since the day twenty years
ago when I was thrashed for saying what 1 really thought of
Peter Pan. The miscasting of Gregers, plus the actor’s apparent
misunderstanding of the character, did not fatally corrupt the
representation, though it placed an unwarrantable strain on Ibsen
and on Mr. Williams. Mr. Michael Gough’s performance, which
veers drunkenly from the comic curate to the sibilant spiv, is as
wrongheaded as it is interesting. Mr. Gough is one of the very
best actors in London ; it is therefore more in sorrow than in
rage that I record his lapse. Gregers is a humourless, half-educated
prig : Mr. Gough makes him a malevolent meddler.
The production is, as they say, well-mounted, and it moves at
a brisk pace. Mr. Williams’ stocky little body and mobile face
are finely lighted throughout; though it is true to say that this
actor has the gift of making even the prompt-corner appear to
be the centre of the stage. The orchestra — yes ! — scrapes
away with rare style and s p irit; and in the Stalls bar the light
ales really froth and the sandwiches are fresh (cf., my Hamlet
review).
I kept a sharp look-out for Messrs. Ibsen and Tchekhov at
the Comedy Theatre, but am unable to report their presence.
Mr. Browning, who supplies the title, was also missing. It is a
coy little comedy about a rustic American family who laugh a
good deal at each other’s jokes and talk continuously in cliches,
savouring them delightedly as they serve them up for ponderous,
head-wagging consideration. Three acts of this is too much at
a time : it should be serialized and belched out in fifteen minute
instalments on television — sponsored jointly by the makers of
clotted cream and syrup of figs. AU the performers are very
good indeed, and if I single out for special mention Miss Margaret
Vines and Miss Marda Vanne, it is in order to welcome back to
the West-end stage two good actresses who should never have
been allowed to leave it.
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CINEMA :

C o n tr a s ts in S t y l e
by VINCENT MURRAY
ITH THE NEW Renoir (French Can-Can) now safely
installed on a commercial circuit and the Clouzot (Les
Diaboliques) likely to follow suit very shortly one wonders if the
latest Rene Clair, Les Grandes Manoeuvres, will be equally fortunate.
There is every reason why it should be. Gay, witty and elegant,
the script (by Clair himself) contains a brilliant portrait o f the
moeurs of a provincial town in the early years o f this century.
It tells of a carefully planned seduction, undertaken to win a bet,
in which the would-be seducer falls in love with his victim only
to be repulsed when she finally learns of the bet. N ot a new idea
perhaps, but as portrayed under the stylised, practised hand of
one of France’s most honoured directors it develops well, although
one cannot fail to notice the tremendous gulf between the buoyant
optimism of pre-war Clair (Le Chapeau de Paille D ’ltalie, Le
Million) and the thoughtful maturity of his present-day work,
for Les Grandes Manoeuvres is not borne along entirely on wings
of fantasy. Its surface brilliance is edged with irony, the latter
half especially striking an unusual note in its deliberate rejection
of emotion. The genuine love that is supposed to have touched
both protagonists fails to come across, and the result is a dry,
intellectual climax to what one feels could have been a most
moving act of separation. The age of optimism is long dead,
however, and who is to say that if Clair had produced one o f his
pre-war style entertainments he would not have been labelled
old-fashioned and dated ? A t any rate, as. it stands it is a most
sophisticated work that might have been better served by its cast.
Gerard Philippe as the rakish officer gives a performance rather
like a younger edition of the count he portrayed in Ophuls La
Ronde some years ago, but the role calls for more than cynically
refined detachment. Michele Morgan rarely absorbs herself in
any film-role and here displays her starry-eyed void to poor effect.
The number of actors turning director has of late shown a
marked increase in spite of the poor results most have achieved.
The latest of these is Charles Laughton, who makes a really
astonishing directorial debut with Night of the Hunter. H is story,
of a mad preacher (Robert Mitchum) in pursuit o f a widow for
her money, is narrated with a skill one would normally expect
only from an artist well-versed in both silent and sound techniques.
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Sound and image are finely balanced in the creation of a starkly
unreal, timeless world peopled with grotesque, yet (in their context)
highly credible beings. To sustain such an artificial atmosphere
with scarcely a moment’s striving after effect is indeed a triumph
for Laughton. Part of his success is no doubt due to the
cameraman, Stanley Cortez (who had plenty of opportunity on
Orson Welles’ Magnificent Ambersons to study effective lighting
and grouping), but the taut development o f narrative, the control
of some extremely variegated acting-styles, reveal the considerable
talent of the director, whose future contributions to cinema
should be worth watching.
The latest in the apparently endless series of American social
films, Rebel Without a Cause, has surprisingly few of the faults
of its predecessors The Wild Ones, Knock on any Door, The
Blackboard Jungle. Its director Nicholas Ray made quite an
impression a few years ago with They Live by Night, but has since
been relegated to average features. Rebel finds him once more
in form with a well-composed script and a fine actor (James Dean)
to work with. Dean’s subtly shaded performance as the son of
emotionally unstable parents makes one realise how much the
cinema has lost by his early death. Though realistic in setting
this careful study of teenage emotions achieves a certain lyricism
thanks to Ray’s sensitive direction. Three young people form
the centre o f the action, and their problem is a common one :
isolation from parental understanding and affection. Responsibility
for their conduct is laid expressly on the parents’ shoulders —
parents who believe they are doing their best for the children.
Rebel is the most hard-hitting and dramatically satisfying indict
ment of the American way o f life since Benedek’s Death of a
Salesman.
Some noteworthy short-films have been released during the
last few months. Bert H aanstra’s The Rival World makes a
completely different impression from that of his first film Mirror
of Holland. The lyrical mood gives way to a ferocious realism
untouched by the “ poetry ” one has come to expect of Scandinavian
directors. What the film loses in lyricism, however, it more than
makes up for in gripping excitement, and even horror, as the
effects of insects on human life are vividly described. Short films on
ballet or opera subjects usually turn out the most crashing bores,
but one that is just the opposite may soon be seen as a supporting
feature on general release. On Such a Night bears some
resemblance to the ballet-scenes in The Young Lovers — not so
surprising really, for Anthony Asquith, director of both, has always
seemed to me to have a sneaking regard for the theatre. His
most recent film is a documentary of the Glyndeboume opera
with a neat introduction by a visiting American, David Knight
(one of the Young Lovers, you will recall). The opera scenes
(Marriage o f Figaro) are beautifully shot (in technicolour) and
the “ backstage ” sequences have a naturalistic flavour. ,
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TELEVISION:

S u c c e s s to S u c c e s s
by JAMES CUNNINGHAM
HOSE WHO remember Anthony Asquith’s fine film-version
of Shaw’s Pygmalion must have found many interesting
points of comparison with the B.B.C.’s television performance
in January. The main difference lay in the ending, for Shaw’s
original denouement will obviously shine over a script-writer’s
ingenuity. In the matter of casting the film was more fortunate,
though I found Charles Victor as Eliza’s father better than
Wilfred Lawson in the film. Keith Michell gave a technically
excellent performance as Professor Higgins, though the depth
of Leslie Howard’s reading of the character was lacking. Pat
Kirkwood’s Eliza rarely rose to the standard set by Wendy Hiller,
and was the weakest element in a production (by Peter Potter)
that generally maintained the high level of the B.B.C. in this field.
I.T.V. are offering progressively less and less of interest.
People are Funny, Dragnet and Double your Money roll merrily
along, while items of some value, such as the Halle programme
and the documentaries I mentioned last month are curtailed to
allow more time to the more sponsorable popular entertainments.
We are promised better things when nation-wide transmission
arrives, in perhaps a year’s time. And meanwhile we tune to
the B.B.C. for a “ quality ” documentary like Colin Morris’
Woman Alone. This sympathetic study o f the unmarried mother
was always absorbing and at times quite moving — especially
in the long-held close-up of the agonized young girl. The ability
to concentrate on a single moment of action by means o f
extremely slow cutting from angle to angle is one o f T.V.’s great
assets. Time and time again the isolated moment of value arrests
the viewer in the middle of the most unlikely material, On the
humourous side the B.B.C. Char-ladies’ Ball contained an excellent
item of comedy from Jimmy Edwards, one of the best T.V.
comics. At the other extreme of the dramatic scale there was
the brief glimpse into the home of a ferociously narrow-minded
mother in an investigation into the health of a city. Such items
as these go a long way to compensate for hours of confection
put out by both services.
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NEW BOOKS
The H u m a n A ge : Books 2 a n d 3 by Wyndham Lewis (Methuen,
30s.).
“ T JA R A D ISE LOST rewritten in terms o f science fiction ”
Jr
was the remark of one contemporary writer on hearing
the broadcast version of The Human Age. Mr. Connolly, writing
in a Sunday newspaper, objected that Mr. Wyndham Lewis’s
new work gave him a feeling of physical nausea. There is a
certain apishness in all such evaluations, and however much one
would rejoice at the widespread sale of The Human Age to the
addicts of science fiction, or the sufferings o f a reviewer forced
to imagine a Hell he had never previously considered, one is
exasperated that so much o f the “ popular ” press has given no
serious treatment whatever to the most im portant “ novel ” of
the present decade.
The author has spoken of The Human Age as depicting the
immortal lives of groups of human beings as we know them.
The first part, The Childermass, was published in 1928. Parts
II and III Monstre Gai and Malign Fiesta have now been published
in one volume by Messrs. Methuen. Part four, The Trial o f
Man, will be the final volume in the series.
The Childermass, which is to be reprinted in the near future,
is the most “ difficult ” . The writing achieves a static effect as
opposed to the narrative of the later books.
“ The city lies in a plain, ornamented with mountains.
These appear as a fringe of crystals to the heavenly north.
One minute bronze cone has a plume of smoke. Beyond the
oasis-plain is the desert . . . the city and its walls are seen
as though in an isometric plan. Two miles across, a tract of
mist and dust separates this ridge from the river. It is here
that in a shimmering obscurity the emigrant mass is collected
within sight of the walls of the magnetic city. To the
accompaniment of innumerable lowing horns along the banks
of the river, a chorus of mournful messages, the day breaks.”
The emigrant mass is a camp for post mortem displaced
persons. Two of them, Pulley, a successful left-wing writer, and
Satters, his hero-worshipping fag at school, are to become the
central figures of the prose epic. From the city comes the cortege
of the Bailiff to select candidates for admission to the place some
of them think is Heaven.
Pulley and Satters succeed in smuggling themselves across to
the city amongst the followers o f the Bailiff. It is not Heaven.
Geographically it might be the equivalent of Purgatory. It. is
ruled by an Angel, the Padishah, an unworldly being, who allows
the Bailiff to hold high office and so wield immense power and
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influence. The Bailiff is the Monstre Gai . . . “ his square nose,
his Punchesque chin, his rubicund complexion alone, would be
identification assets anywhere . . . There was always the irre
pressible malignity of his geniality — when at his most urbane
that never quite disappeared.”
Life in Third City is “ a half life controlled by earthly values ” ,
The populace sits and looks vacantly in cafes or slumps in armchairs
of clubs. Pullman finds himself drawn towards the smart set
who surround the Bailiff, and on the latter’s recommendation
is allocated a ritzy suite near the Bailiff’s palace. He realizes
that he is re-living the pattern of his life on earth, but on a
supernatural level. There he had tended to accept superficial
values, to enjoy the popularity as a writer which the patronage
of the “ left ” conferred.
" . . . transported to the scene of Third City, these inoffensive
persons with whom you had been associated on earth were
suddenly transformed into supernatural beings, with a strong
suspicion of diabolic origin . . . suddenly you would find
yourself involved with a powerful demon, whereas on Earth
he would merely be dear old so-and-so, a rich patron o f the
arts, or a go-ahead publisher.”
The Bailiff has explained to Pullman that Hell is a thing of
the past, completely out of date, just another place on the map.
When the Prince of racketeers is thrown out of Third City he
returns to Hell, taking with him two voluntary companions,
Pulley and Satters.
Hell, of course, is not a thing o f the past, and its presentation
in Malign Fiesta is the most vivid and frightening episode in all
modern literature. I say modern because the terms of reference
are modern. One cannot patronise the horrors as quaint or
medieval, as one might the agonised twists of a gothic gargoyle.
Is this great “ novel ” to be another Commedia ? Literary
parallels, I feel, are misleading in that they make us concentrate
on points of comparison rather than on what the writer himself
wishes to emphasize. Like Dante, however, Wyndham Lewis
has produced a serious work of art which treats of the relation
of the superficial life of our own day to a supernatural world
that corresponds in its essentials to that o f Christian theology.
Like Dante, Wyndham Lewis writes on many levels at the same
time, the actual, the allegorical, and the analogical. While he
charts the immortal life of certain groups of human beings, one
is aware of a tremendous satire. It is as if the little apes of god
have been blown up to such gigantic proportions that they now
strut and splutter against a cosmological background, amidst
chaos and old night. And perhaps the final volume is to be a
Paradiso.
H.B.
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NEW BOOKS
H o ld e rlin , by L. S. Salzberger.
R ilk e , by H . E. Holthusen.

(Bowes and Bowes, 6s. each)
OO OFTEN one reads a number of works by the same
writer without sufficiently considering how they correspond
to each other, and thus w ithout receiving a satisfactory impression
of the whole of that writer’s significance. The present series of
Studies in Modern European Literature and Thought would be
performing a first-class service were all the books in it, apart
from the immediate aim of encouraging English readers to explore
the literature of their fellow Europeans, also devoted to presenting
the already initiated with a summary o f the author’s achievements
which might help to clarify their minds.
Miss Salzberger’s study of Holderlin is an example of how this
type o f book should be written. She places him firmly in
perspective as one o f the greatest European poets o f all time,
showing how his poetry, though Hellenic in inspiration, is yet
very much bound up with and relevant to his own era. A vivid
picture of the poet’s tragic life is given : how the young con
temporary o f Wordsworth who once on a brilliant summer’s day
in the N eckar valley toasted the French Revolution in Rhine
Wine and sang with his friends Schiller’s “ Lied an die Freude ” ,
was destined to spend his early manhood drifting around as a
pale young tutor and the latter half o f his life as a lunatic.
Since the proverbial obscurantism of German literary critics
is uncongenial to the English mind, it is to be regretted that the
study of Rilke had to be written by a German poet whose prose
style is, to put it politely, unfortunate. Herr Holthusen’s book
is a deviation from the rest of the series in that he deals only
with Rilke’s later works and ignores his life story altogether.
Which is a pity, since one of the most inspiring aspects of Rilke
is the way he lived his life — as a good European. Rilke’s later
poetry is examined with exhausting thoroughness and anyone
who may embark upon this book would be well advised to have
a very large Oxford dictionary by his side.
R.B.
Going to th e Wars by John Verney.

M

(Collins, 12s. 6d.).

R. JO H N VERNEY belongs to the generation who knew
a few youthful years of freedom before 1939. He was
the intellectual, but by no means effete, type of young man one
knew before the war ; interested in art and literature; possibly
regarded by his fellows as “ highbrow ” . He appears to have
had no particular political bent, and rather incongruously, judging
from his ironic views on life, he joined the Territorials, becoming
in 1937 a “ week-end soldier ” in a Yeomanry Cavalry Regiment.
His book is an extremely readable account firstly of this playing
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at soldiers, and later of the realities of actual war, — light, amusing,
almost detached in its attitude of thinly veiled irony. He remembers
mostly what was amusing in his experiences, and does not dwell
on the hardships and dangers he encountered.
“ The war against Hitler seemed far away ” ; he quotes from
letters he wrote to his wife on his first impressions of Palestine.
He would have preferred “ fewer European Jews sunning themselves
in purple pyjamas on concrete balconies — less surburban back
garden, more desert — Lawrence’s desert ” . One imagines that
these European Jews had no intention of letting the war seem
“ far away ” . One night the officers were invited to what was
ostensibly a social evening, but which turned out to be a series
of propaganda and anti-British gibes made by the mayor o f the
town and other prominent citizens, mostly of German-Jewish
origin. Needless to say most o f the officers felt resentful, and
it was only the colonel’s diplomatic handling that made the evening
end tolerably well.
The early part of the war in the Middle East sounds a delightfully
cosy affair, where everyone called each other by Christian names,
and one was bound to meet old friends from London. Within
the division there was the same atmosphere as in the Northland
versus Southland battles of 1937, and it was not until the late
summer of 1941 that it was at last mechanised. Mr. Verney
himself, although feeling a certain affection for his fellow officers,
found only one kindred spirit, referred to as Amos, and together
they viewed the absurdities of army life. There is nothing super
cilious in this faint mockery, and John Verney accomplished an
extremely hard task — that of appearing to become a keen, efficient
soldier. To the intellectual individualist the routine of a regular
soldier’s life must be boring beyond words, and the mass action
of troops can never give personal satisfaction to the man who
is a misfit in this vast machine, and who longs for some more
personal action. Perhaps it was this feeling, or some desire for
unusual adventure that made Mr. Verney volunteer for irregular
service, which led to his being parachuted into Sardinia, and finally
being taken prisoner by the Italians. This irregular force was
led and recruited by a soldier M.P. called here Oliver Bomfrey,
and gained the nick-name of “ Bomfrey’s Boys ” .
The Commandant of the transit camp in which John Verney
found himself awaiting his special “ hush-hush ” job summed
up the regular soldier’s feeling : “ I suppose your outfit contributes
something or other to the war effort ” . Later another battlescarred General remarked that in his opinion “ all irregular
formations and private armies like Bomfrey’s Boys contributed
precisely nothing to Allied victory ” . Parts four and five of John
Vemey’s book, however, the narrative of the Sardinian exploit,
make excellent reading, full of suspense, and equal to any adventure
story.

WAGNER AND SHAW:
A

S y n th e s is

by SIR OSWALD MOSLEY
HE man of action in the realm of art is a helpless being. If he
has even the beginning of the sensitivity which is as essential
to great action as it is to great art, he is irresistibly drawn to the
luminous world, but within it he is an ingenuous, defenceless and,
indeed, pathetic intruder. Yet his position has at least the compensa
tion that he is not expected to talk sense, and certainly not to defend
his strange and uninformed opinions intelligibly and effectively. He
has the chartered licence of the innocent as surely as the artist has in
politics. There is some relief in this situation ; after the hard sword
play of realist politics in which a slip means dialectical death, it is
soothing to play with light, bright foils in an exercise where we can
make complete fools of ourselves without even a scratch. And the
turn of the year is a pause on the road between two Bayreuth
festivals,* when we remember that we must make reservations, in
case fate permits us again that exquisite experience : where we live
a little in the mood of the great sagas and reflect on the further
human possibilities ; where we can re-read Shaw. How brilliant he
was, and what insight he possessed : what a great creature of both
mind and character. How much I wish that in youth I had then had
the wit to ask him all the questions I would like to ask him now ;
how tragically often we feel that about old men we knew and loved
when we were young. Above all, I would want to press him on the
point of GStterdammermg : whether, indeed, it was an irrelevant,
redundant addition to The Ring, previously conceived and long
subsequently executed ; a grand opera, wantonly, almost carelessly
attached to a supreme epic of the human mind and sp irit: or whether
Wagner was seeing once again a far vision, further even than Shaw
could see ; just as in Parsifal he saw beyond the reproaches of the
suffering Nietzsche to something very near to the younger man’s third
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"The Ring is now presented each summer in Bayreuth by Wieland Wagner
with an imaginative insight in the use of modem technique which more than
fulfils every desire expressed by Shaw in The Perfect Wagnerite. (Major Critical
Essays, Constable.)
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metamorphosis—the unknown state beyond the superman — while
Nietzsche felt only an intolerable loneliness at the seeming apostasy
of the one other mortal who could sense the being beyond man.
It is, of course, possible to overestimate the reasoning as opposed
to the purely intuitive faculty in a great artist. Wagner himself wrote
to Roeckel on 23rd August 1856 : “ Can an artist expect that what
he has felt intuitively should be realised by others, seeing that he
himself in the presence of his work, if it is true art, feels that he is
confronted by a riddle, about which he, too, might have illusions
just as another might.” Shaw wrote, when defending himself from a
charge of presumption in interpreting Wagner in a manner that was
at variance with some of his expressed opinions : “ Nearly half a
century has passed since the tetralogy was written ; and in that time
the purpose of many half-instinctive acts of genius have become clearer
to the common man than they were to the doers
He might here
have interpolated his reference to himself and Shakespeare in
another context, where he explained that he could see further, not
because he was greater than Shakespeare but because he was standing
on his shoulders ; a charming tribute from posterity to great prede
cessors which, always, contains a profound truth. So, when Shaw
disputes with Wagner his own meaning, I may be permitted to
dispute with Shaw certain aspects of his interpretation.
Space does not here permit a recapitulation o f his whole theme, but
only of that part of his thesis which is germane to this argument.
In this affair no reader should take Shaw at second hand ; he should,
himself, not only enjoy the brilliance of the exposition, but follow
in every movement one of the furthest flights of this superb intellect,
which is matched only in range and power by his Methuselah. It is,
also, happily, very free of that strange clowning with which an over
sensitive nature protected itself from the laughter of clowns by the
odd process of getting the laugh in firs t: entertaining as many of the
jokes are, they always jar a little on any reader who is absorbed in
the real profundities of Shaw’s thought, which are sometimes almost
entirely concealed by the mask of comedy ; although he was really
an Irishman, the Germans might find, in this respect, he was
“ English, all too English
May I be permitted to assume a familiarity with Shaw’s work, and
to remind only of the themes which affect this discussion.
Shaw saw in The Ring a mystic interpretation of modern civilisa
tion. In his view : “ The dwarfs, giants, and Gods are dramatisations
of the main orders of men : to wit, the instinctive, predatory, lustful.
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greedy people ; the patient, toiling, stupid, respectful, money
worshipping people ; and the intellectual, moral, talented people who
devise and administer states and churches. History shows us only
one order higher than the highest of these : namely, the order of
heroes
The only order of heroes which had then appeared was
that Siegmund generation of brave but ineffective revolutionaries,
which the Gods of the existing system had been able, albeit with
some misgiving at the time and some disastrous after-effects, to
destroy. The character of the Siegfried generation of heroes — the
order of heroes which was subsequently to succeed for a period —
created some disagreement, or misunderstanding, between Wagner
and Shaw ; this is our subject.
An essential key to the riddle is a proper understanding of the
character of Briinhilde in Shaw’s thesis : he believes her to be the
“ truth-divining instinct in religion ” ; she is the “ inner thought and
will of godhead, the inspiration from the high life to the higher that
is its divine element, and only becomes separated from it when its
resort to kingship and temporal power has made it false to itself ” .
Briinhilde is to the high god Wotan, who represents the highest
prevailing order of men, his true will, his real self: he speaks to her
as to himself. She is that “soul in godhead ” which “ cares only to
make the highest best and the best higher ” , but when godhead has
established its domination over the world by a mighty church, com
pelling obedience o f its formidable state organisation, through its
ally, the law, and when godhead itself becomes a prisoner of these
regulations, conventions, customs, inhibitions, (which church in
Shaw’s sense represents) the “ very dearest soul o f godhead” can
work nothing “ but the confusion and destruction of the existing
order ” until it passes “ completely away from godhead, and is
reborn as the soul of the hero ” . Such it seems are the main themes
of Wagner’s great allegory as seen through the eyes of Bernard
Shaw, the fulness of whose extraordinary gifts both of reason and
intuition is still to be recognised.
When we consider the properties of the ring, the symbol of power
which the dwarf Alberich has forged from the stolen gold of the Rhine,
we approach the central point of the argument. It is clear that even
in the view of Shaw the ring did not simply denote power through
money ; th;s is strange, because a realisation of the higher potentiali
ties of the ring should have induced in him some reconsideration
of his summary dismissal of Gotterdammerung, as we shall see later.
It is true, of course, that the ring in the hands o f the usurious dwarf
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Alberich was simply the power of money, because money was all that
he understood. At most, the only further use of the ring to him was
power over his fellows — his craftsman brother Mime and the
Niebelungen in general — by a satisfaction o f the will-to-power in
the narrow Adlerian sense of the desire to dominate. A t its lowest,
this is the will-to-power of the man who finds a crude delight in
cracking the whip and compelling obedience, without purpose,
except fulfilment of the lowest needs o f lust, luxury, and the basest
of all pleasures, bullying. But the ring, like all power in finer hands,
could serve altogether different purposes ; it could become the
instrument of the will to the highest achievement, the most sublime
and beautiful creation. W otan felt it “ his highest duty to take the
power out of such evil hands and use it in the interest of godhead ” .
In fact, being the embodiment o f the established order he is ready to
use some very dubious methods to get power into the right hands and
keep it there. He is not even ready to yield the ring in exchange for
Freia, the goddess of beauty and happiness, whose presence is
essential to the very existence of the gods. The other gods cannot
persuade him that Freia is worth it, “ since for the highest god love
is not the highest good, but only the universal delight that drives all
living things to travail with renewed life. Life itself, with its accom
plished marvels and infinite potentialities is the only force that
godhead can worship ”. It is only “ when Erda, the first mother of
life, rises from her sleeping place in the heart of the earth, and warns
him to yield the ring ” that he obeys. The reason for her warning
is rather clearer in the text than in the interpretation of Shaw, which
is strange ; for once his almost suspect lucidity fails him. On the
whole it appears from the text that she warns W otan he will “ brood
in care and fear ” if he retains the ring which is power ; and, so far
as the care goes, at any rate, she was undoubtedly r ig h t! “ If then
care shall torment me, thee must I capture, all must thou tell me !”
replies Wotan. But Erda eludes him and disappears in the chasm
where the other Gods prevent him from following. So W otan turns
from this dark, unknown care to the world of known and proved
delight: “ To me, F reia! Thou shalt be freed. Bought with the gold,
bring us our youth once again ! Ye giants, now take your ring ” .
The old order, the highest type of man that society has yet evolved,
fails before the supreme decision : he will not sacrifice beauty o f life
to live with the care which is the only persdnal gift of the instrument
o f destiny. He sets joy before mission. If Shaw had studied this
passage a little more deeply, he might have spared his censure o f
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Gdtterdammerung.
The great remaining question is whether even the hero is capable
of that high decision. It was at this point that Wotan failed — even
the high god representing the highest type of existing man — when
he encountered the terrible condition attaching to possession of the
ring. He who commanded the power of the ring must renounce love.
The dwarf Alberich had been driven by the refusal of love to renounce
this most intense human happiness as no other man had been able
to do ; so he was able to ravish the gold which the Rhine maidens
and all others believed to be safe, because no man could bring himself
to that final renunciation. It was harder for the high god, the most
supremely gifted of men, to renounce love, because all love and
beauty were his for the asking, than for the dwarf whom love had
spurned. So the highest failed where the lowest had succeeded.
Shaw realises in another context that Wotan “ could not bring
himself to forswear love ” , but he does not appear in his analysis of
the fourth scene of the Rlieingold to have grasped the full portent of
the god turning back beneath Erda’s warning, away from the cares of
a supreme mission to the easier and ever-alluring choice of protracted
delight. But it is at this moment, both in the text and in Shaw’s
interpretation, that the god first realises his own inadequacy ; he
knows now that the old order has failed, but Shaw ascribes this
more to a variety of individually valid reasons than to failure in the
supreme test o f choice between joy and destiny. Now occurs to the
god for the first time, as he enters Valhalla, the thought that the old
order must be surpassed ; the life force must rise again from the god
to the hero, “ to the creature in whom the god’s unavailing thought
shall have become effective will and life ”. Shaw might here have
quoted one o f the deepest, most vibrant urges of Nietzsche :
“ Semen widen will nun der Geist, seine Welt gewinnt sich der Welt
verlorene
The world awaited the heroic movement, which com
bines mind and will.
The question remained whether even the hero would be great
enough. The young Wagner answered yes in Siegfried, and the old
Wagner answered no in Gdtterdammerung : that is the point which I
believe Shaw m issed; (perhaps we can now see further than Shaw;
we are standing on Shaw’s shoulders.) But this pessimism, or rather
warning, of the old and worldly-wise Wagner, need not be the last
word ; a man with so deep a sense of the organic being of nature
and destiny would never think in terms of last words. After Siegmund
who failed, came Siegfried who succeeded for a time ; then must
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come the great third wave. But this triumph, this supreme achieve
ment, the holy gift of creation, still, and always, demands the same
price, imposes the iron condition of the last renunciation ; all lesser
love must pass that the greater love may be realised. So man reaches
the Platonic apotheosis, from one fair form to all fair forms.
It is at this point that we must pass beyond Shaw who sees in
Gotterdammerung, as Nietzsche saw in Parsifal, the betrayal o f the
hero, the higher man who surpasses present humanity ; they both
believed him, for rather diverse reasons, to be not only desirable but
essential. Yet, was Wagner’s vision an abnegation of the higher
conception, a reversion to the thing it had superseded, or a new and
necessary superseding of the higher, which was still inadequate to
the supreme purpose ? In Zarathustra, beyond the lion which repre
sents the superman, comes the child which combines both the will to
achievement and the will to beauty, “ ein aus sich roiiendes Rad,
eine erste Bewegung, ein heiliges Ja-sagen ”. If that, indeed, was
Wagner’s dream, Nietzsche could not complain, and Shaw would n o t;
yet neither realised it.
But let us first see why Shaw thought Siegfried was the natural,
logical and perfect end of the great epic ; a,conception which, in his
view made Gotierdammerung a mere grand opera, an irrelevant
afterthought however inspired the music, a banal reversion to a
trivial drama of human love. Siegfried was to Shaw the highest idea,
beyond whom he could not see ; and, except for his mystic moment in
the third metamorphosis which he admitted he did not understand,
the same is true of Nietzsche.
Siegfried is the revolutionary hero of the northern sagas ; Siegfried,
too, is hellenism : Goethe’s dream union of the romantic and classic
movements come true. To meet him is, indeed, a moment o f rapture
to sentient natures who live beneath contemporary civilisation : not
only do they say, “ verweite dock du bist so schdn ” , but the exquisite
memory of that moment, in a world which falls so far short of it,
holds them for ever. It is inconceivable, a thought too bitter, that,
when he comes at last, even Siegfried fails. How great the effort of
mind, will and spirit to realise there must even be a jenseits Siegfried.
It is the eternal genius of Wagner which alone sees the end necessity
and senses the final beauty in the enchanted land o f mingling shadow
and sunshine where art in music and in poetry foresees thought.
To Shaw, the triumphant Siegfried—striding through the flames of
convention and inhibition, after the overthrow o f the old order, to
his marriage with divine truth for the achievement o f the new
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revolutionary world—was the dream which must come true, after the
bitter failure of that movement of men he knew so w ell; the Siegmund
generation, to whom the gods had given but one gift, the art of
living without happiness. It was too soon to know and, certainly,
too soon to face the necessity for that last effort, which we now know
and face ; there is something even beyond Siegfried, and it must come.
But how far Siegfried took us beyond the present: “ I built up
with my reason an optimistic world on hellenic principles, believing
that nothing was necessary for the realisation of such a world but
that man should wish i t . . . I conceived the personality of Siegfried ”,
wrote Wagner, in the days when he did not understand the limitations
of pure will, that first necessity of all effective human actions, but
not the only essential gift. Previously, as Shaw wrote, “ although
men felt all the charm o f abounding life and abandonment to its
impulses, they dared not, in their deep self mistrust, conceive it
otherwise than as a force making for evil — one which must lead to
universal ruin unless checked and literally mortified by self renun
ciation ” . Wagner and Nietzsche, in this supreme conception they
realised together, relieved us from the chains of centuries, and, in
this respect, we must feel about them as Goethe felt about Luther.
No wonder that for Shaw, as for Nietszche, Siegfried was enough.
Here was the new man “ caring nothing for the gold ” , from whose
forehead looked out Wotan’s own higher nature, the eye that it
cost him to wed and maintain the established order of the old world.
Siegfried embodied Shaw’s real desires : “ it is necessary to breed a
race of men in whom the life-giving impulses predominate . . . we
must, like Prometheus, set to work, to make new men instead of
vainly torturing old ones ” . Shaw had in him still much of the happy
“ exultation of the anarchist destroying only to clear the ground for
creation ” , as he wrote of the singing Siegfried forging the sword.
But after the clearing of the ground comes the creation, and it is
the failure of Siegfried under this supreme test which Wagner
dramatises in Goilerddmmermg. That masterpiece was not an
irrelevance but the supreme relevance ; it poses the final question.

★

★

★

This essay becomes what Shaw denounced as a “ perversion of
ingenuity ” : he wrote “ the ultimate catastrophe of the saga cannot
by any perversion of ingenuity be adapted to the perfectly clear
allegorical design of the Rheingold, the WalkUre and Siegfried”.
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Well let us see. We can certainly accompany Shaw to the point
where Siegfried has defeated Wotan and the old order ; passed
unscathed through the fires o f the rules, ordinances and inhibitions
of the system, to awaken the divine truth in the form of his destined
bride Briinhilde, and has married her with the ring o f power. The
revolution has occurred, the new world is won, the epic is complete.
Why, then, does Wagner not stop at the end of Siegfried ?—enquires
Shaw. And we may well ask, too, why Wagner finds it necessary to
begin Gotterdammerung and send the hero off in search of fresh
“ adventures ” , which lead to his downfall and the ruin o f all order
and beauty on earth : the only consolation being the final message
that Shaw chiefly missed ; the return of nature for yet another
renewal after the rest and peace of oblivion, the presage of rebirth in
the recurring motif of destiny proving, affirming, and heralding
another great upsurge of the life force.
The answer is, surely, that this is just what happens in real life, or
has so far happened ; and twenty years later the older and wiser
Wagner knew it. He also knew, in his final intuition, that there was
life beyond all that he had previously conceived and, also, a higher
hope. Siegfried failed for the reason that even heroes fail ; he was
capable of human heroism but not of divine love. To realise that
higher love which is the prerequisite of supreme achievement he had
to renounce the lesser loves of humanity : that was always the condi
tion of the ring. Like Alberich,like Wotan himself he had to pay the
price of the ring, the terrible penalty of power, whether it be used for
ignoble or for noble ends ; he was called at this point of victory and
supreme opportunity to renounce love. He failed to renounce joy
for the sake of destiny. That was easier'for the greedy dwarf whom
the beauties of love had already spurned ; it is, always, easier too
for all the verneiners, for the life-deniers of the sad puritan tradition
who can give up life so easily, because they have no life : it was more
difficult for the hero, for hellenism, with all nature, all life, all love,
the sunshine and the flowers of heaven within them. It is easier for
them to renounce what they never had : it is harder to renounce
when you have all. Yet the great renunciation was to be not denial
but the supreme affirmation : the hero renouncing even the delights
of human love for the sake of the life force, in dedication to the
winning of ever higher forms. So he could fulfill the purpose o f
Erda whose eternal work was the “ thrust o f the life energy o f the
world to higher and higher organisations ” . All higher life must
serve that purpose, and Siegfried was that life. He had to renounce
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the lower in order to achieve the greater. He had to set aside the
human, even the superhuman, in service of the eternal; not because
he lacked life but because he had so much, not to deny but to affirm,
not for frustration but for a higher fulfilment. He was called to
that high destiny and he failed ; he was inadequate, he was not the
final instrument of the life force. He had won the revolution and
married divine truth, with the ring of power ; that was not the end
but only the opportunity for supreme creation. There we leave him
at the end of Siegfried ; then comes Gdtlerdammerimg.
Now he sets out on “ adventures
he wastes his time having a
good time, laughing and living as it is good to laugh and live till
destiny smiles with the smile that ends laughter ; drinks and swallows
the potion ; falls in love with a woman and loses more time in
dalliance ; turns against himself by his own errors the power of the
life-force which is within him ; changes divine truth from his inspira
tion into an avenging deity, or, worse still, a jealous woman ; and
finally dies superbly, realising in the last vision of his heroism the
truth that he could see again, which he had failed because he sur
rendered to a weakness that was human, all too human.
Until the moment of destiny when the ring brought him, through
power, supreme opportunity, and the possibility of union with
divine truth, Siegfried’s life was the right preparation of the artist
in action for the final achievement. To sing with the birds in the
forest and savour experiences, “ conflicts where one learns to inter
pret the meaning of nature a little ”, is a far better training and
development for the coming mission than to creep about some
dreary cloister ; where man deludes himself in those dull, protecting,
womb-assuring shades that he is combating instead of really serving
the “ Geist der stets verneint
Life is a better training than denial,
but, in the moment of destiny, of fulfilment, all these creative
impulses of life must be fused in the one decisive purpose. As
Schiller would have put it : Bieiben die Blumen dent bliihenden Lenze
scheme das Schone und flechte dich Kranze ... Aber dem mannlichen
Alter ziemt’s, einem ernsteren Gott zu dienen.
The world awaited Siegfried as adult, but he was not there ;
that is the tragedy of Gotterdammerung. It was not, as Shaw thought
a reversion to the “ panacea of love ” ; Wagner succumbing to the
“ panacea mania when his philosophy was exhausted ” . It was not
“ the conception o f love as the fulfilment of our will to live and
consequently our reconciler to life and death ” ; something that so
“ completely satisfied the desire for life that after it the will to live
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ceases to trouble us, and we are at last content to achieve the highest
happiness of death.” It is true that Wagner had written : “ Can you
conceive a moral action whose root is not renunciation ?” Yet
renunciation, not to deny life but to fulfil life, is to find a synthesis
of life and love at a higher level ; the greater life through love,
Shaw’s conflict between life and love was there surpassed. W agner’s
concept of love was nearer to Goethe’s : “ Wer immer strebend

sich bemuht, den konnen wir erldsen.”

t

The message of Gotterdammerung was that if heroes fall short of
that high demand they fail, and with them all their achievements ;
their whole world passes, while nature prepares another renewal of
the life-force. Because the hero was not called to deny life but to
fulfil it, he needed Ganzheit; the artist should not mutilate himself,
but concentrate all his powers, all his acquired completeness of mind
and body in his supreme work when the time comes. He must be a
full man, but his Ganzheit must be applied, not dissipated. There
comes a point where life must be entirely dedicated. The ring o f
power was won, the flames were surpassed, the union with the
infinite possibility of divine truth achieved ; yet Siegfried sought
“ adventures ” instead of supreme creation. So Siegfried died, after
being granted a last enlightenment. The divine truth born o f the
god enters again the flames ; this time the fires o f Siegfried’s
funeral pyre. The Valhalla of the old order perishes, also, in the
holocaust of the world which the hero could not save, even after he
had won it. Nature, the Rhine rises to take again the ring from the
finger of the dead hero, whence no lesser power could wrest it.
Peace comes through nature ; and healing and oblivion while the
life-force prepares another renewal.
Shaw cannot see it at a l l ; yet in his almost derisive description of
this scene he provides the final p ro o f: “ in the original poem,
Briinhilde delays her self-immolation on the pyre of Siegfried to
read the assembled choiristers a homily on the love panacea ” :
but “ this disappears in the full score of Nightfall o f the Gods, which
was not completed until he was on the verge of completing Parsifal,
twenty years after the publication of the poem ” . “ He cut the
homily out ” and “ for the main theme at the conclusion he selects a
rapturous passage sung by Sieglinde in the third act of the Valkyries
when Briinhilde inspires her with a sense of her high destiny as the
mother of the unborn hero ” . Quid est demonstratum : Gotterddmmerung was written to show that the character of Siegfried was
inadequate to this destiny, and must fail ; the end-achieving hero had
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still to come; hence the final reversion to the great theme in the last
message of divine truth to men in the completed cycle of the Ring.
Wagner alone saw beyond — beyond the vision of both Nietzsche
and Shaw — to a new form, shadowy, as yet obscure, visible in out
line only, but still a higher form : the mysterious shape of Parsifal.
Here is the beginning of the will to power and the will to beauty in
the mystical union which is all-achieving : the man comes who
weeps because he has killed a swan rather than exults because he can
kill a dragon, who holds the all-powerful spear on condition that he
does not use it. Shaw should have understood that it is possible
both to kill dragons and to weep over the death of swans ; in fact he
did; at least in adumbration, that was the character of the man who
in the practice of history Shaw admired the most ; he even intro
duced him to this work for a fleeting moment with the dubious
observation that if there were now enough of him on earth “ all our
political, ecclesiastical and moral institutions would vanish to make
way for a higher order
In the vision of Wagner the new being was seen dimly, very darkly
through the veil of a time that was not yet. But we can understand
that these are men who will be ready to renounce the lesser in order
to achieve the greater, who will yield joy to serve destiny because
some are called to strive greatly that higher forms may come.
Greater love hath no man than this; that he renounce the fullness of
present life to serve the future life which shall thereby be brought to
earth : this is “ love that illumines, laughing at death ” . But to make
that love perfect, he must first possess life and love in its full rhythm ;
he does not deny life but, through his final renunciation, fulfils life’s
creative purpose. He must have within him “ die ewigen Melodien ”
and be “ at one with all high things
Otherwise the synthesis of life
and love would not be there. He would not be the final hero, the
symbol of that generation of the higher men which is ready to give
all that all may be won. That is what men must aim at becoming ;
this, I believe, is the message of the Ring.
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